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Wise sayings often fall on barren
ground; but a kind word 1:s never
thrown away.—Arthur Helps.
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Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, December 17, 1929

A GENEROUS DONOR

SANTA CLAUS ARRIVES FRIDAY

Cyrus H. K
Curtis Philad«»nhia
publisher, lias given Ursinus College
$290,000 to start a fund for a new sci
ence building which will cost $450,000.
Announcement of the gift was made
by President Omwake Wednesday.
Mr. Curtis has been chairman of
President Omwake’s advisory coun
cil for the last 17 years. .He has con
tributed to Ursinus various sums in
the past. Three years ago he sur
prised the college by seiWing 1
Christmas gift < f $75,0p0.

Beginning Friday at 2.30 Santa
Claus arrives in Burpee’s window
with his troupe of performing dogs,
goats and ponies—real live animals
that walk the tight-rope, turn som
ersaults and do all kinds of tricks.
Santa Claus will be there to help his
little friend^. Every child should be
on hand to see this pretty sight,
every afternoon at 2.30 and evening at
7.30 beginning Friday and ’till Christ
mas.
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As a Cash Reserve

UNCLE

SAM’S FUSSY

Reason For Denying Gen.
Knox Memorial Stamp Not
Very Impressive
A request tor issuance of a memo
rial stamp, commemorating Majoi
I Gen. Henry Knox, of Thomaston,
' chief of artillery in Washington’s
j Continental Army, and the first Sec
retary of War and Navy, was denied
'by the postcffice department Satur
day. Its decision was handed to SenI ator Hale by the acting postmaster
' general.
| Senator Hale presented to the de| partment some time ago an order
passed hy the Governor and Council,
expressing their approval of the
efforts of the Knox Memorial Asso
ciation to commemorate Gen. Knox’s
memory and commending its mem
bers on their efforts to induce the
I department to issue the stamp in
| connection with the dedication of a
repr. duction of his home next July.
He also presented letters from promii nent Maine residents.
The decision held that it would not
be practicable to provide a stamp as
I desired. The rule is to restrict the
commemorative issues to anniver
saries of important historical or in
dustrial events, which permit the
j honoring of prominent characters
connected with the event.
If the anniversary of some battle,
or other important event in which
Gen. Knox participated, were being
celebrated, a stamp would not be pro
hibited under the prevailing practices,
it was hHfl.

FIVE QUESTIONS

Business executives generally recognize the value

of keeping their Company in a “strong cash posi
tion.”

The same advantages are true as to one’s personal
affairs.
Expenses fluctuate from month to month.

Even
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Which Census Enumerators
Have Added To Their List
T his Year

____
Five new questions arc Included in
the questionnaire prepared for enumerating the population in the 1930
census.
For the first time the enumeratoA
will ask the value of the home, ff
owned, or the monthly rental, if rent
ed. whether the heme owns a radio
set. the age at the time of the first
marriage, whether actually at work,
and whether a veteran of the armed
forces of the United States and dur
ing what war.
In making public this questionnaire
commerce department said the ques
tion of home ownership would make
possible a classification of families
according to economic status or buying power.
The counting of radio sets is ex
pected to give a direct answer to the
question as to the size of the poten
tial radio audience.
Enumerators will pay special at
tention to the classification of gain
ful workers according to occupations'
and industry and a special schedule
for unemployment will ifontatn "*a
number, of questions designed to
separate those not working into sev
eral classes.
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when well budgeted, one’s income is subject to sud
den drains, from sickness or other causes.

I

An.ample bank account acts as a cushion to ab

I

sorb these unexpected expenses.

I

Build up your bank balance to the point where

'

you have a comfortable margin over your ordinary
,

expenses.

&
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Security Trust CoRockland

Union

Camden

Rockport
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DEACON KALLOCH INJURED

Vinalhaven

• Warren
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Deacon Henry F. Kalloch, one of
the best "known residents of Tenant’s
Harbor, was knocked dowrn by an automobile while walking in the high
way last night. One of his shoulders
was broken and one of his ankles
was badly bruised. Tho car was
driven by a Mr. Morris.
E. B. HASTINGS A CO.

Don’t fail to see the large display of
' Christmas Goods shown on our
I counters and tables. Holiday goods
| suitable for everyone can be found
here.—adv.

PAY FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS EASILY
! 1 ' ' H'' !(j j ','l

r

CHRISTMAS
JOINSAVINGS
m

A CHRISTMAS PRESENT

That yields much satisfaction
is a year's subscription to The
Courier-Gazette. The visit of
this paper three times every
week is a steady reminder of the
giver—156 times a year. A hand
some Christmas card carrying
the donor’s name goes forward
with the gift. Call at the office
or telephone 770, and the order
will be filled.

BEATEN BY THUGS
Former Rockland Composi
tor a Victim In the City of
Culture
Four thugs ranging from 18 to 20
years, held up, beat and robbed
Matthew Haggerty, a compositor,
•arly yesterday morning, as he was
walking through Pi alley, just after
leaving his employment.
after lie stepped into the aMey
the four young tpen set upon him, one
of them pinioning his arms, while
another grabbed him by the throat
and pushed him up against the •Wall.
“Cough up your dtyigh,” one of
them commanded.
“If you get my dough you’ll have to
fight for it," Haggerty replied, where
upon they started to pummel him,
threw’ him to the pavement and
kicked him into unconsciousness.
When Haggerty regained his senses
there was a crowd around him and
police officers took him to the Hay
market Relief Hospital for treatment,
and afterward questioned him re
garding his assailants, whom he de
scribed as best he could.
In the mixup he lost 'between $40
and $50.
Haggerty, a few years ago, was em
ployed for a short time in the com
posing room of The Courier-Gazette.

North National BanK?

1929

A Check Account
And Your Budget
easy to check your budget when
you have a checking account. You have
a receipt for every bill, a visual record

of all expenditures, and a monthly state

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

TRAGEDY

OF

VICTIMS

Knox Memorial Desires To
Kennison Tells of Game Struggle Made By Earl
Have Details From the Mr.
Murphy When Truck Plunged Into River
Original Structure
The three victims of Friday morn
ing’s tragedy at the South Warren
bridge have been laid at rest but the
horror of it is still fresh in the minds
of the per pie, hundreds of whom have
visited the scene where the skid
ding motor car crashed through the
insecure railing into the icy waters
of the river.
The remains of Earl Murphy, who
owned and drove the death car. were
taken to hisfformer home in Stoning
ton, where the funeral and interment
took place. Mr. Murphy, who would
have been 31 years cf age on his next
birthday w|is a son of James E.
Murphy. The deceased was a chief
engineer of the Munson Line Steam
ship Schuyler running from New’
York to Buffalo during the summer
months. In the winter he was asso
ciated with Harold L. Kennison in
the antique business. He was a mem
ber of Rockland Lodge. P-A.M... and
had made many friends during his
stay in Rockland. He is survived by
his parents, ,a, brother, GtWistance,
who is also a steamboat engineer;
and two sisters, one of whom is a
student at Gorham Normal School.

before the water reached the bat
teries.
"Meantime I waited vainly for the
women to come to the surface. I
could see nobody, and heard no
sound' except that made by the w’ater.
The silence was soon broken, how
ever. for about 50 feet to the south
ward of the bridge Murphy, was
swimming in the icy current, and
now’ and then wre could hear his voice,
although it did not sound natural.
"As there was no sign of the bodies
I ran dowrt onto the bank of tho
stream trying to find a boat, and at
the same time shouting encourage
ment to Murphy, who was still
struggling in the water about 100 feet
from the shore as nearly as I could
tell. All of a sudden lie seemed to
rise out of the water, uttered a
choking sound jxnd disappeared. I
never saw oi heard him again.
• • • •
Mrs. Harold Kennison

The funeral services of Mrs. Ken
nison were held at her late home, 34
Thomaston street, at 3.30 Sunday
afternoon.
In the gathering dusk
congregated large numbers of friends,
and surrounding tlie casket were
many tributes of love and esteem.
The sermon was preached by Rev. J.
[Charles MacDonald of the First Bap|tist Church. The interment was in
Kennison's story of the tragedy, as ' gea View’ cemetery, the hearers being
told yesterday for the first time, to Charles Robinson, Walter Dyer, Har
the press, was a graphic portrayal old Thomas and Alfred Condon.
of a strong man’s struggle for life
Mrs. Kenntson’s maiden name was
while buttling with the ice floes in Ruby E. Sprowl. She was 25 years
the St. George’s River.
of age and* a daughter of the late
“I was 10 minutes late in leaving Arthur >M. Sprowl. After two years*
the WfHdoboro dance hall," he told employment with tlie JjW.A. Cigar
a Courier-Gazette reporter, “on ac Co., she became a clerk in the dry
count of trouble with the starter of goods store of E. B. Hastings & Co.,
my car. With me on the way to where for the past five years she had
Rockland was my brother-in-law, given exceptional satisfaction. E. B.
Arthur Snrowl. Jr., and Robert Hastings, head of that concern yes
Brewer.
My wife and Mrs. Snow' terday said: "We have found hey a
Hall had gone on ahead with Earl Very willing worker, kind and pleas
ant tp everybody, and we are deeply
Murphy.
"When we were within perhaps a grieved over her tragic death.”
Mrs. Kennison was married May
mile of tlie South Warren bridge
Murphy slowed up unt’l I blew the 13. 1922. She is survived by her hus
horn of my car. when he started on band, her mother, three sisters—Mar
again. As he went over the rise on garet, Elizabeth and Arlene; and five
brothers—'Robert, Trafton, /Sherwood,
the Warren side of the bridge, he
head of the department of transpor was going about 25 or 30 miles an Raymond and Arthur Jr.
•
• * • ♦
tation at the Harvard Business hour. He was well acquainted with
Mrs. Snow Hall
School. The Traffic Club is com the road and knew that it would be
Funeral services for Mrs. Snow
posed of representative railroad and necessary to slow down before he
steamship officials and the traffic reached the hump in the center of Hall were held yesterday afternoon
managers of New’ England industrial the bridge. I could tell when the from the late residence, with Rev.
concerns.
brakes were applied, and supposed E. O. Kenyon of St. Peter’s Episco
In his address of acceptance at the that everything was all right until I pal Church officiating. The bearers
dinner afterwards President Hawkes saw the tail light of Murphy’s car were Willis Lufkin. Richard Lufkin,
go up in the av!r, describe a Jia If circle John Burkett and Eugene Gorden.
Tlie floral tributes were particularly
and disappear.
"At that time we were about 150 beautiful. Interment was in the Hall
yards behind just coming down over family lot at Achorn cemetery.
the hill. I stopped the car immedi Among those from out of town atately jumped out, fhrbw (iff my Over ( tending ‘ the funeral were Mr. and
coat, and ran onto the bridge. Look- 1 Mrs. John Dray of Stoughton, Mass.,
ing over I could see the car in the ' and Edward Dray of Calais. Obituriver with its headlights still burn- I ary mention will appear in Thursday’s
ing. Must have burned two minutes issue.

Former Appleton Man Is

At the Sign of;.s

NOW OPEN

BURIAL

RELICS WANTED

The architects who are engaged in
reconstructing at Thomaston the
chateau ‘Montpelier, as a memorial to
Gen. Henry Knox, of Revolutionary
fame, greatly desire to have access
to any relics of the original structure
! that may help furnish them with de
tails of its interior finish.
Mr. Putnam, senior member of Put
nam <& Cox, the Boston architects
who have the work in charge, last
HAS ABLE AIDS
| week was shown’ at the 'Rocklan’
O. Fuller a number of
President McAlary Names j Apiece?',incorporated
in the house,
His Chamber of Com-1 which he found of high value
In sup
plying details that otherwise might
merce Committees
have been wanting for exact repro
duction in the new building. These
If the Rockland Chamber of.Com- included inner wooden shutters, a
merce does not achieve a good mahogany ballister from the front
measure of success the coming year hall staircase and two weatiler-worn
it will certainly be no fault of the ballisters from the railing that sur
organization for the new president, mounted the ancient roof. Mr. PutA. F. McAlary typifies energy and nam*s delight .at the discovery was
enthusiasm, and he has surrounded unbounded, and he took measure
^imself with an exceptionally capa ments for reproductions.
ble body of workers. Follows his list
“I had been hoping for something
of committees:
of this sort," he said, "and was in disProgram of Work—Fred C. Black, pair lest I should be unable to find
chairman, Willis I. Ayer, M. E. Wot- what I much needed.”
ton. E. L. Brown, W. C. Ladd.
It is at Mr. Putnam’s desire that
Good 'Roads—R. E. Thurston, chair this request be made public, that any
man, George St. Clair, W. H. Ander body having in his possession any
son. A. M. .Moody, George B. Wood.
article associated with the original
Industrial Committee—K. C. Ran building place it at the disposal of
kin chairman, H. E. Robinson, H. P. the architects for their study and use
Blodgett, P. I’. Bicknell, W. A. in reproduction. This includes bits of
Glove'r, E. R. Spear.
wood, however small, hardware of all
Publicity Committee—.!. 'N. South descriptions, etc.
ard. chairman, E. L. Brown, .1. M.
Information relating thereto may
Richardson, Ernest C. Davis, John O. be communicated to A. J. Elliot < f
Stevens.
Thomaston, member of the building
Membership Committee — H. B. committee, or if sent to The CourierBlodgett, chairman. Henry Bird, J. A. Gazette will receive prompt attentiui.
Jameson, W. I. Ayer, A. C. MoLoon.
Merchants Committee — Kennedy HAWKES’ NEW HONORS
Crane chairman, L. B. Cook, Louis
Fickett, Thomas Chisholm, A. W.
Gregory, Morris B. Perry, Warren
Eldridge, F. W. Fuller, E. B. Crock
Elected President of N. E.
ett.
Civic Affairs Committee — Basil
Traffic Club
Stinson,, chairman, Maurice • Snow,
Walter Butler, James F. Carver,
The Traffic Club of New England
Harold L. Karl.
has elected as president Nathan W
Finance Audit and Budget—Frank
Haw kes, vice president of the Boston
Rhodes, chairman, H. P. Blodgett, & Maine Railroad in charge of traf
Basil Stinson, P. P. Bicknell.
fic. He succeeds Prof. Cunningham,

INTERESTING SOUVENIR
Special service for ladies—Sim’s
Sanitary Sandwich Shop, 4 Park
street. Everything immaculate, home Iva Tinney of Stockton. Springs Has
Envelops Bearing Zeppelin Stamp
cooking. Free delivery. Tel. 732.
and Seal.
•It
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
■Have just finished reading the last
SECOND HAND
issue of your very fine paper. I am
wondering how many of your readers,
FURNITURE
like myself, are the proud possessor
BOUGHT AND SOLD
of an envelope hearing the stamp and
Charge Account If Deeired
seal of Ihe Graf Zeppelin. The stamp
Is crowned with white lettering, the
Each day sees New Merchandise
picture representing the globe, over
displayed. We must make room
which flies the Zeppelfti. In the mar
for new goods coming in.
gin at top is the inscription “Deutsche
Get your share of the ‘Pickings.”
Luftpost;” and on lower margin is
Cold weather is arriving fast.
the
word Reichmark.
We have a great line of Heaters,
In the lower left corner of the enCook Stoves and Circulators at
velo))e is a sort of seal in 'blue out
very low prices; also a used Elec
lined in the center of which Is the
tric Washing Machine.
statue of Liberty and a picture of the
Here you can buy at Great Sav
Zeppelta, with lettering around the
ings—and pay while using on our
circle. 'On lower right corner of en
Convenient Terms.
velope is a strip of bright blue paper
We Have Everything Needed To
in sticker form with white letters.
Make a Home
"Mit Luftpost,” and tinder these the
words “,Par Avion.”
z
ROCKLAND
Some souvenir I call it.
From a constant reader of The Cou
FURNITURE CO.
rier-Gazette.
Iva A. Tinney.
17 TILLSON AVE. ROCKLAND
Stockton Springs.
TEL. 427-R
87T&Stf

CLUB
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ment.

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

NURSE

AUTO

IN

ACCIDENT

Miss L. Kathleen Sylvester, Bound For Michigan, Sustains
Two Broken Ribs In Upset At Wells
Miss I.. Kathleen Sylvester, who re
cently completed her local duties as

Bed

Cross

nurse.

left

for

Sunday

Michigan to assume a new position.
Last night

Nathan W. Hawkes, Native of Ap
pleton, Near the Top Ir^ Railroad
Circles

pointed out that the club is the third
largest traffic organization in this
country and urged that its scope be
further extended to include many
more members from New England,
centrally. He paid tribute to Prqf.
Cunningham’s work, and dec In ml
that none of the distinguished ex
presidents of the club had served
with greater distinction.
Mr. Ha\vk«s has been vice president
of the Roxton & Maine Railroad in

she was hack

in Rock

land—a patient at Knox Hospital.
Motoring along the three lane high
way in Weils site saw anotlier ear
approaching, and as tlie cement road
was slippery and treacherous she
decided not to attempt to pass be
tween it and the ear which was di
rectly ahead of it. Removing her foot
front the accelerator site made an
attempt to drop back into line, but
lost control of her ear the rear end
of which swung into the front end of
the approaching ear and capsized.
Coincidence figured prominently in

this accident, for the car with which
hers had collided was owned and
driven by Dr. Butterfield of Malden,
Mass., a former Maine man, who was
treating Miss Sylvester's brother.
Coincidence also that the witnesses
of tlie accident were Capt. and Mrs.
Frye, former residents of Malden, and
friends of Dr. Butterfield.
Miss Sylvester suffered two broken
ritis. and will undergo an x-ray ex
amination today.
The ear was
wrecked. She carried accident and
automobile insurance with B. C.
Moran & Co. Mr. Moran Senior, and
Chester 1*. Fissette went yesterday
to Wells to investigate the accident,
and brought Miss Sylvester back to
Ilockland.
Tlie car was
badly
wrecked.

The traffic cop at the corner of
Main and Limerock signaled to her
Wilson> Aspirant For GoV- to stop, hut she drove right by and
charge of traffic since Nov. 10, 1927.
stopped in front of the hardware
He was graduated from Cambridge
ernorship, Is Still Feeling store. The cop followed. 1 '‘Didn’t
High and Latin School in 1900, and
you see me wave at you?" he de
immediately went to work as an office
Public Pulse
manded. "Yea. I did. but T am not
boy with the Grand' Trunk system at
that kind of a girl," replied the cute
Friday, the Lewiston Sun published
Boston.
In 1915, after 15 years of
young thing.
service with the (.rank Trunk, he
was appointed general freight agent
of the Central Vermont Railroad,
with headquarters at St. Albans. He
served there for several years, and,
under Federal control, was a member
of the New England District freight
traffic, committee at Boston. He was
the first chairman of the New Eng
land Freight and Passenger Associa
tion, which he organized in January,
1920.
In January, 1924, he became New
England traffic manager of the Ca
nadian National and Central Ver
mont Railways, with headquarters at
Boston, and with jurisdiction over
both the passenger and freight serv
ices, and in August. 1926. was ap
pointed system freight traffic mana
ger of the Canadian National Rail
ways and of the Central Vermont,
continuing also as New England traf
fic manager.
In his home town. Belmont, Mr.
Hawkes is well known as the organ
izer of the “Dads’ Club,” whose pur
pose is to promote the physical, men
tal and social welfare of youth.

DR. J. H. DAMON
The Dentist
Has reopened hie Rockland Office.
For appointment call or phone
69-R

My Specialty is Artificial Plates
and Extracting—Most Difficult
Cases Solicited
Office Acrosa The Street
From Former Location
ltlfTtf

HAS NOT RETIRED

the following:
‘IWord c< mes

Mayor

Wilson

Bqngor

that

has abandoned

any

from

idea he may have had about running

against Governor Gardiner

in

1930.

On the advice of some of his more

conservative

friends,

he

is

said

to

have decided to wait a couple years
before launching ills gubernatorial
candidacy.
"Mayor Wilson has not formally
announced his intention, hut some of
his close political supporters say ’tis
true, nevertheless.
“He is reported to have practically
made up his mind to keep out of the
gubernatorial race in 1930, permit
ting Gov. Gardiner to have the cus
tomary second term muu ntested. be
fore the outcome of the battle for
master of the State Grange was
known.
Tlie defeat of Harriman is
believed to have clinched the mayor’s
earlier decision.
If Harriman had
won—well.
Wilson
might
have
changed his mind.
But with Craw
ford at the head of the State Grange
he’ll probably wait a couple of years."

The News asked Mayor
about it and got this replyy

Wilson

"There is absolutely no truth in
yiat story.
I have not changed my
mind regarding my candidacy for the
Repuibliean nomination for the gov
ernorship since, some weeks ago. I
stated in The Bangor Daily News that
I hail not decided the matter, that I [
should continue feeling tlie political
pulse in Maine and that if I found ■
any considerable degree of dissatis- |
faction with the present administra
tion of the State's affairs I might be
a candidate, I do not expect to be able
to make a positive announcement
until 4fijne time.in January,’’

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would hate
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The loss
of these tables is a loss of happiness.—Charlet
Darwin.
AGE OF PEACE AT HAND

(Famous carol written hy Kdmund Hamil
ton Sears In 185ft. and now sung at this sea
son throughout the world).
It came upon the midnight dear.
That glorious song of old,
From angels bending near the earth.
To touch their harps of gold :
"Peace on the earth, good-will to men.

From Heaven's all gracious King."
The world in solemn stillness lay
To hear the angels sing.
Still through the cloren skies they come.
With peaceful wings unfurled:
And still their heavenly music floats
O'er all the weary world :
Above Its sad and lowly plains
They hend on hovering wing.
And ever o’er Its ba.bel sounds
The blessed angels sing.

But with the woes of sin and strife
The world has suffered long;
Beneath the angel-strain have rolled
Two thousand years of wrong :
Amt man, at war with man. hears not
The love song which they bring
Oh. hush the noise, ye men of strife.
And hear the angels sing!

And ye, beneath life's crushing load
Whose forms are bending low.
Who toll along the climbing way.
With painful steps and sin*.
book now : for glad and golden hours
Ctwnc swiftly on the wing
Oh. rest bcslite the weaty mad.
And hear the angels sing

For to! the days are hastening oil
By prophet bards foretold.
When with the ever circling years
Gomes round the ag‘‘
:
When Peace shall over all the earth
Its ancient splendor' fling.
And tho ■whole wm Id give back the sOtttf
Which now the angels stag.
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Wednesday, mow or rain; cold
er at night.

Rockland. Me . I»ec. 17. 1929.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lrddle

who

bn oath declared that he Is Pressman In the
cfflce of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the

Issue of this paper of Pec. 14. 1929. there was
printed a total of €235 copies.
Before me.

Every-Other-Day
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FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

And if I go and prepare a place for
you, I will come again, and receive
you unto myself; that where I am.
there ye may be also.—John 14:3.
ANOTHER CURTIS GIFT

The president of the Knox Memo
rial Association. Mrs. Herbert M. Lord,
announces a Christmas gift that will
yield delight .to the friends and active
promotors of the imposing structure
that is being reared upon the heights
overlooking the St. Georges river.
The letter accompanying the gift
reads:
My dear Mrs. Lord; In one of your
letters you said that the Knox Memo
rial Association had countenanced a
loan for $20,000. which would be nec
essary to carry on the work, or some
thing to that effect. Today 1 am ;
making the Association a Christmas
present of $23,000. and have mailed a
check for that amount to the Thom
aston National Bank.

Sincerely j-tfurs,
Cyrus H. K. Curtis
This additional gift makes a total j
of $101,000 that Mr. Curtis has sub
scribed for the memorial to General J
Knox, a largeness of generosity w hich
has made possible its creation in this
present year, and upon a scale of
real magnificence. To those who
have visited the work now going for- ,
ward, observing the nobility of the I
erected walls and the spaciousness of
its interior, there comes an enkindling
of the imagination with respect to
what this created memorial is to
mean. Architects and buUders arc .
doing a striking piece of reconstruc
tion of the stately building whose
details came out of a notable period
in the history of architecture in
France. When under the sympathetic
hands of our present-day architects [
the chateau and grounds with the i
juxtaposed ancient church shall have
reached completion, the beautiful .
colonial town of Thomaston will find
itself noted among the shrine places
of the country. And we shall pay I
tribute to the patriotic women whose ;
courage through a long period of
years never failed them, and to Mr. j
Curtis, out of whose generous spirit
their dreams came into a splendid j

realization.

And here is a suggestion it might
ic well to let fail. Not only the poor
ihemselves, but the institutions of
■elief for the poor should be partlcuarly considered beneficiaries at this
ime. Within our own borders there
s the local hospital, the Salvation
Army, the Home for Aged Women,
ind Camden also lias a hospital, all of
them pledged to the relief of the
needy and the suffering. What pret
tier and more deserved form of
Christmas giving could be thought
of than a check for some amount,
large or small, drawn to the order of
one of these institutions?
The mind is more or less concerned
th the things of the Christmas
irit. With some the obligations of
e season take on considerable proirtions, and that is a wholesome
ing, but one oughtn’t to allow- the
utter of giving weigh him down too
uch. A gift is a pretty thing, but it
what it stands for, not the money
st of it, that sets up its real value.
And we do hope that the young
oiks will go about singing carols on
Christmas eve.

(Ve have had frequent occasion to
ude to the*unlque books published
the Marine Research Society of
lem, Mass., books notable for beauul printing and especially for their
■atment of the always fascinating
bject of ships, sailors and the sea.
jmber twenty of these striking pubations—many of them now out of |
Int and commanding large prices—
st issued is unique. It bears the
le “Shipping and Craft in iSilhoue„" Let us quote the foreword;
As the golden moon at its full rises
,m the ocean’s rim. a full-rigged
ip from a departed day. blackly
houetted against the distant field
gold, sails slowly across our line of
sion and disappears into the ilarkss. In like manner have vanished
arly all the white-winged ships that
rmerly carried the Stars and Stripes |
to every port in the known world,
is bj- picture and story that we nowcall tiieir grace of outline and venresome achievement. Many a home
s now among its more striking and
corative adornments a painting or
graving of a sailing ship; a model I
some vessel of yesterday; a lampade silhouetting the sails of some [
aft; or the element of the sea introced into some furnishing. It is
shion's tribute to beauty and disiction.
Grouped in these pages and set
rth in silhouette are more than one
mdt-ed craft of various types, with a
>ry of each printed underneath,
ith the present rage for lampshades
aring these sea sketches the book is
mine of treasure for the artist. Or
might be possible to remove here
id, there a leaf of it, which set in a
ime would produce a strikingly
tractive decoration for the wall,
deed the publishers include with
ch copy a sampl^ silhouette with an
Heated narrow frame of black
hipping and Craft in Silhouette"
n be seen at the Public Library,
jng with other books of this strik, series„ or your bookseller will
pply you a copy for ♦3.50.

••• ••• •••
Turning the dial idly Sunday
night I found that I had tuned in
on the finals in the national
radio audition sponsored by the
Atwater Kent Foundation. Miss
Agnes L. Skillin of Springvale,
Me. had just beep announced, so
of course I listened. My tech
nical knowledge of such a con
test is about on a par with what
an Eskimo would be expected to
know about the Einstein theory,
but it occurred to me that if
points were scored on the basis
of endurance her trills would
bring a prize. And I was duly
proud that fifth prize of $1000
came to Maine. A proper appre
ciation of Miss Skillin’s vocal
effort will/ doubtless appear in
Gladys’ column.

••• •••
The House merchant marine
committee
haS approved the
White bill to extend the life of
the Federal Radio Commission
indefinitely and Chairman White
announced he would endeavor to
obtain House action before the
Christmas holidays.
Somehow I cannot resist the
lure of that Jenny hour on WEEI
at 8 o'clock Sunday night. Last
Sunday night it was the band’s
turn, and nobody who likes band
music could fail to be impressed.

•
- V. ’ . A,•
Day and Night Furniture Sale
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

The Entire Stock of This Great Store is Marked Down 1-4 to 1-2

EVERY DAY AND EVENING UNTIL CHRISTMAS
Twenty beaut.ful new
suites, all reduced from

Thirty wonderful suites in
walnut and mahogany

Eighteen stylish suites.
Newest fall patterns

1-4 to 1-2 Off

1-4 to 1-2 Off

1-4 to 1-2 Off

••• ••• •••
Condition, were exceptionally
good Saturday night and I stuck
to the dial until I had Identified
33 stations. This is not a large
(number, but harder to get now
than 50 would have been in the
days when the signal letters
were announced after each se
lection.
Here is my Saturday
night list: WCAU, WPG. WEEI.
WGY, WTAM, WPOE, WBZ.
WCKY, WJSV. WLEX, WSAI,
WJZ, WODA, WNAC, WOWO.
WRVA, WHAM, WEAF. WLW.
WOR.
CKAC, WGN.
V'ABC,
WLS,
WJAX, WRC,
CFRB.
KFKX. KYW.WWVA,
WWRL
and WGR.

Just how farm relief is work
ing will be explained by H .E.
Babcock, general manager of the
Grange League Federation Ex
change, in a talk from WGY,
Thursday night, Dec. 19, at 7.30.
The G.L.F. Exchange is a non
profit making buying and selling
organization promoted by the
joint efforts of the State Farm
Bureau Federation, the Dairy
man's League, and the State
Grange.
The members of all
three organizations receive the
benefits of buying on a large
scale, particularly in feed for
stock.

•••
WCKY (Covington, Ky.) was
new to my list. WJAX (Jackson
ville, Fla.) was presenting its
third anniversary program.

Have you heard
Sam" on the radio?

“Collegiate

James Claffey, the noted Irish
fiddler who triumphed over 107
of the world’s finest performers
in the international old-time fid
dlers’ contest staged at Lewiston
in 1926, will be the guest artist
on Sandy MacFarlane’s broad
cast Wednesday evening over
WBZ. In honor of the occasion
Sandy has been given a full
hour’s tjime that night from 9 to
10 o’clock. Mr. Claffey recently
arrived in Boston after a tour of
the entire country playing concert
and vaudeville engagements. He
will be remembered as a former
Rockand resident.

Sleds, Carts, Skis, Games,
Dolls, Trains, Blackboards,
Auto j.
Everything Marked Down

SPRINGS
AU Marked Down

i

Saturday, Monday and Tuesday, Dec. 20-21-23-24, at 2.30 and 7.30

BURPEE’S

Bring the kiddies to see Santa and hi j
real live dogs, goats and ponies perform

in our window

COAST GUARD CHANGE
Capt Snow of Burnt Island Goes To Rye Beach, and Is
Succeeded By Cameron of Whitehead
An important change in Coast
Guard affairs has been instituted at
the Burnt Island Station since the
last issue of this paper, Captain Hugh
Snow having been transferred to the
Rye Beach station as officer in charge.
He is succeeded at Burnt Island by
Niles F. Cameron, boatswain's mate,
first class, from the Whitehead Sta
tion. The change became effective
Sunday.
Captain Snow has been in charge
of the Burnt Island Station the past
five years and leaves there a fine rec
ord of efficiency and accomplishment.
His new assignment is something in
the nature of history repeating itself,
for he goes there to succeed the late
George B. RicKer. with whom he was
assorted Iiefore coming to Burnt
Island. His family will continue to
reside in Biddeford, which is only 30
mles from the Rye Beach Station, and
where Captain Snow’s son is a stu
dent in High School.
The new officer in charge at Burnt
Island is 37 and a resident of Southport. His family consists of his wife
and three children. His record at
Whitehead and «7nce entering tile
set -.-ice marked him for promotion.

FEWER AUTO ACCIDENTS
But This Was Due Partly To Deie During November
'
creased Traffic

____
,
November figures for auto arrests
by State highway police and acci
dents during the month were reported
by the department Friday. Both
totals were considerably lower th?n
those for October, due to a falling ofT
in traffic. Accidents totalled 101, of
which nine were fatal; 123 arrests
were made.
.
Seventy-six persons were Injured
in highway accidents, 24 of which
occurred in compact sections. The
greatest number of accidents, nine,
were caused by reckless driving, ac
cording to police reports. Six acci
dents were attributed to drunken
driving.
The number of persons arrested for
reckless driving by State police was
only one above those arrested for
driving while intoxicated. Eighteen
were arrested for reckless driving and
17 for intoxication. Twelve arrests
were made for overloaded trucks and
! ten for improper registration.

A. & P. beat K. of P. 14 pins at
Carr’s alleys Friday night, thanks
to Packard’ 3 string of 102 with which
the performance closed. The high
est string, however, was Stone’s 131,
and he also had the highest total.
The summary:
A. & P.—Dummy, 270; Straight.
257; Teel, 281; Woodcock, 264;
Packard. 286; total, 1368.
K. of P.—Smalley, 247; Closson,
262; Burnham, 279; Stone, 318; Lind
sey, 248; total, 1354.

• » ♦ »

At Carr’s last night the Dark
Horses defeated the Federals 27 pins
and Street Railway defeated Cement
No. 1 20 pins.

NORTH CUSHING

Make your own com
parison. Then you’ll
know why you cannot
buy a better radio at

Model 91 w

any price’

Free Home Demonstration
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
Authorized Dealers
Main Street (next to Ford Station)

A WORD FOR WYMAN

BUSY YEAR FORECAST

Buy a Glenwood Range during th's
sale.

Your chance

get a

to

«.

real
•

bargain

-'e’c'e’c’«'c’c’c’c’c'c«'c'2’cc*’s’2,«'c’€'e’<’<’c’e,ste'c’f'c’f,c,c<’«:,e’e'c>c’e'«pce’ec'

Newspaper Attack Brings For Knox-Lincoln Farm BuCaustic Comment From a!
reau By Vice President
Lewiston Editor
Luther Carney
A busy and helpful year for the
[I.ewiston Journal]
We read today in a Maine news- Knox-Lincoln County Farm Bureau
was forecast by the plan of work j
paper that the State Grange advises filed with the Lincoln County Com
everyone to reject Mr. Wyman's missioners by Vice President Luther
Peace-proposals.
.....
„ .
. .
Carney of Sheepscot. Tuesday. Mr.
lie had not heard of any peace- Carney was
enthusiastic about
proposals other than a statement I [he proHpf.ct. for the vear
Thp
that the Insull companies accepted the [ foI,owing pl.„jects wll,
stressed
edict on the referendum and would
nie year: Food, clothing, boys
make no further efforts in_the Legis-iand glrls. ^,ubs, crpps> dalrj. for.
..ittu'e to initiate any changes in the pstrv. fa- gi fr.a-iag'-rndnt. hoffie man-,
l-'ernaid law. T\e Grange can hardly agement, c v’lardfftg ami poultry.
poult
advise us to reject that.
The budg< U- for the year 1930
Perhaps they refer to Mr. Wy charger.’ ’a to the two counties of
man's recent announcement of the Knox an 1 Lincoln totals $2,000 as is
proposed Bucksport Paper mill to I provided by Statute, of this Knox
cost several/million dollars. They j County's share Is 1028. while Lincoln
can hardiV reject that. That may be County will pay $872. The items in
an insidious effort to lull the grange the bufj.et include the following':
into somnolence. But it looks as [ Salary of agricultural agent, $900:
though C.M.P. might have done the salary i f home demonstration agent,
job cheaper—in other words not have $120: secretarial and clerical salaries,
spent seven to ten million dollars. It i $630: supplies. $175: postage and telecould have done it cheaper by con- [phone $175. Tlie agent and tlie home
versation; and oratory of the verbose demonstration agent receive the bal
ance of their salaries from other
order.
• • e «
sources than the two county treas
Perhaps they desire Mr. Wyman to uries.
Last year was a most successful
say that the Insull interests all of
them will never seek to test the Fec- year as shown iby the report of the
nald Law in the Courts. But the said year's activities filed by Vice Presi
interests would hardly dare promise dent Carney. The total membership
of tlie bureau in 1929 was 815, with
that—it would be a peace-proposal,
Knox County having a few more than
advisably subject to rejection.
half the membership. The officers ot
Perhaps they refer to the Refer the Bureau held 163 meetings during
endum on Eminent Domain—a JBjcre the,year and the attendance at thesu
extension of the . rights enjoyed by meetings totaled 2858. Letters writ
water-districts.
ten numbered 716 while circulars and
At any rate this is the latest sug bulletins were mailed to 6138. Offi
gestion. not too kindly stated in the cers traveled 9155 miles in the twe
headlines, that the C.M.P. and all of counties on official business.
the Insull capital, spent in Maine,
Tlie 1930 executive officers of the
is to say nothing; shut up; keep Bureau are: President. George Cam- quiet and listen while others speak. eron of Union; vice president. Luthei
And the odd thing is that if Maine Carney of .Sheepscot; secretary and
does not want the Insull investments treasurer. Ralph P. Conant of Rock
plenty of other States do want them land: clotljing 'leader. Mrs. Norrie
And they seem to get along with Waltz of Damariscotta; hoys' and
them comfortably. Up to now—bar
ring the attitude of fear and distrust
that has been aroused, we see no sorj; dairy, if. 1'. iloudlette of Dres
damage from it. The political side den; foods. Mrs. N. B. Hopkins ol
of it does not trouble us. We can get Camden; forestry, Arthur Hall ol
along very nicely with any decent Jefferson; farm management. Norris
man as governor. We believe that Waltz of Damariscotta: home man
we should treat our Governors bet agement. Mrs. N. E. Calderwood ol
ter.
No self-respecting man can Burkettville; orcharding. Wallace
endure the abuse, that a Governor [ Robbins of Hope; poultry, Henry
invariably gets, without anguish, j Keller of West Rockport.
We would not serve four years as : — — —
[ Governor of Maine for a million dol j proper places. Have him free to
Iars.
the faithful to arms. But is it (.

And we would not care to stand in
Mr. Wyman's shoes and wear a life
out for development of Maine and
get such public treatment as he gets.
\\Wfc-n Mr. Wyman is proved to tie
a public-menace, a private-grafter;
a personal enemy of the State—let’s
punish him.
We admire the Maine Sta\e Grange
for its determination to stand on
watch about tlie House of State; but
[if the dogs of war are withdrawn;
please do not advise us to go out and
, drag them back by the tails. If the
C.M.P. and all its allies decide to
call off the aforesaid animals, permit
, them to do so.
Perhaps all the
Grange meant was that the f.iithful
i be not taken from the Watchtowers—
fearing a ruse. If so—well and good.
I Keep a watchman and his Hell in

fair to business and industry to ad
vise Maine to 'beware of “Greeks
bearing gifts?” when the Greek
merely propose to withdraw entirely
from the shores of Troy? Let them
go in peace!

CHRISTMAS
HEADQUARTERS
Why not buy Dad one of the new

Electric Safety Razor
only $5.00
Make home shaving a comfort and
pleasure

Corner Drug Store,
Inc.
Main & Limerock Sts., Rockland
Mail Orders Filled

I

Christmas at Chisholm’s

;

Two pound box

7

.29
.29

'

'■

.30 |

KISSES, Ib.,.
Chocolate, Molasses, Peanut Butter.
Our own make

1

Don t Forget the Ever-Important

S CANDY CANE,

i

.05, .10, .15 [

for the Christmas Tree

’

| SALTED JUMBO PEANUTS, lb.,

j

That painting which won second, ii
prize while hanging on its side might I \
have taken first place If hung upside
down.—Chicago Evening Post.

Myrtle Strong

[ .

Thin and Crisp

See tlie beautiful neckwear at
Burpee & Lamb's. Rockland. 148-153

Others with French Prints, Godey Pictures and
Silhouettes
Trays, Pictures, China, Embroideries, Cards and
Imported Novelties from 50 Cents up

j

>

1 HARD CANDY, ib.,
v
100% Fancy Filled
! PEANUT BRITTLE, lb.,

J

.39

| RIBBON CANDY,

expense. Telephone 170 and let us
ca|i for your family wash and return
lit to you Immaculate. The cost Is
' surprisingly low.
124-tf

' Hand Painted Parchment Shades

.19

j, CUT ROCK CANDY, Ib.

The People’s Laundry, Limerock
street, Is prepared to lighten your
household burdens at only nominal

30 Knox Street

Rockland, Me.

5,3.2,2i2.5,3l3.>3(*2i2.>312.2,2.2.2,5,>2,9:2l3:2. *2i

Rockland, Maine |

3S1 Main Street

WITH THE BOWLERS

“The girls of Chicago are as
smartly drest as any 1 have seen.”
declares a writer. They put the chic
in Chicago.—Tile Humorist.

TOYS

Big discounts on every
grade

Santa Claus and His Animal Circus Will Be In Our Window Friday,

The eary hours of last night
gave me as good radio reception
as I ever had, and good programs
to match it.
•••••••»•
The fliers who left Seville,
Spain, for Montevideo, Uruguay,
Sunday morning, and concerning
whom great anxiety had been felt
made a forced landing at Natal,
on the northeastern tip of the
South American continent last
night. One of them (which one
was not stated) was hurt seri
ously.

Schools closed Friday for the holi
day receqs A Christmas tree was a
pleasing close to a successful term.
G. O. Dolliver and family are mov
ing to Rockland where they will oc
cupy Hill Dane's house during the
winter.
.Mrs. Spaulding ot Thomaston spent
Thursday witli her daughter-in-law
Mrs. Cordon Spaulding who remains
quite 111.
Maurice Gilchrest of Winchendon.
Mass., is visiting reuatives in town.
.Miss Araminta Hilton has returned
to her home in Waldoboro.

,

•

•••
Appreciation of the short wave
broadcasting of the World Series
baseball games has just reached
WGY from the Belgian Congo. C.
R. Stegall, superintendent of the
Carson Industrial School, main
tained by the American Presby
terian Congo Mission, writes that
in spite of six years’ absence from
the United States, the mission
workers retain a keen interest
in baseball.,
They heard the
games through station W2XAD,
operating on 19.56 meters and all
were pulling for the Athletics to
win.

MATTRESSES

CHAMBER SUITES

Dining Suites

Parlor Suites

«r*w

I

.30

SALTED PECANS, lb.,

.98

SALTED CASTANAS,

.69 [

NEW MIXED NUTS,

.27

NEW WALNUTS,

.33

SWEET ORANGES,

.29

GRAPEFRUIT, 3 for

.29

“Mail Orders Filled”

'

CHISHOLM’S
Telephone 374-M

• Rockland, Me.

3
J

J
|

/,3i5i2.3l2,a»2.2iS,2.2i2.2i2,2.2.2iS.3.2l2l2,2.3,2.2.2.2.3.>i2.S.2i»<2.3i*>i*2i»,j'.2l>AS!S,3«J9

•— Thomaston

OPEN EVENINGS

130-153

THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
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Every-Other-Day

——

Christmas spirit struck Park street
TALK OF THE TOWN (Grill
, Saturday
when Manley Perry’s Park
blossomed forth with attractive!
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Pec. 18—Monthly meeting of Baptwt Men’s
League.
.
.
Dec. 19—High School faculty play, “The
Patsy.” at High School auditorium.
Dec. 20— Rockland
School closes.
Pec. 20—(7.15.) Educational Club opens with
State speaker at Copper Kettle.
Dec. 25—Christmas.
Pec. 31 -Harmony Club Ball at Temple
hall.
Jan. 4—Knox Pomona Grange meets with
South Hope Grange.

<< The

decorations in the way of evergreens, '
I colored lights.
The members of the American
Legion Auxiliary are invited to visit
' the Camden Auxiliary this evening.
TThose desiring to go will leave Ri ckland on the 6.40 car.

i
‘
!
'

Patsy”

HIGH SCHOOL FACULTY PLAY

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER IS

, At the close of the TTni versa list
Curtain at 8.15
Church School Sunday Mrs. C. A.
Knickerbocker was presented with a
Weather This Week
, very pretty desk calendar by memHIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
Weather outlook for week in North bers of the Clara Barton Guild and
and Middle Atlantic States: Sifow or Junior Y.P.C.U.
rain and warmer Wednesday or
Thursday and again at the en*d of
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
Proceeds to go towards painting building interior
week, colder Tuesday and again on Thursday with work in the afternoon
150-151
Thursday or Friday.
on quilts: supper at 6, with Mrs.
E’ura Hamlin in charge. The regu
CHRISTMAS SONG
Yes. boys, it is necessary to have a
‘Better than six feet of water over lar meeting will take place In the eve
the intake at ‘Mirror Lake, and the ning with a Christmas tree for the license to fish through tlie Ice. Seven
(For The Couruier-Gazetle]
who thought differently were ar Sing of tlie mother and child,
brooks are running well.
corps members.
raigned in Augusta court this morn
Sink low In the evening light :
King low of the shame He came to hear,
ing, and four in Waterville.
The Elks are arranging their an
Word has been received of the death
Sing low of the form He came lo wear
nual Christmas activities, which will on Dec. 15 of Mrs. John F. Walker
And to make its burden light.
include a Christmas tree on .the lawn. •(Mary Angelette Limb) at her late
Joseph J. Veazie, who was for a
King of the mother and child.
home in Hartford. Conn., at the age long period of years in the shoemak
Sing soft to tlu; winds of heaven,
Decorations for the season go on of 89. Mrs. Walker spent her girl ing and shoe repairing business on Of tin* lowly lot He came to share,
Of
the feeble lives He came to spare,
Myrtle
street,
died
this
morning,
aged
apace. The work at the Elks Home hood days and the early part of her
Of*His own so freely given.
76 years. Family funeral seMces
is well under way and promises to married life in Rockland.
✓
Thursday at 2 o’clock.
be a thing of beauty when completed.
Sing of the mother and child.
Sing of her marvelling thought,
The Missionary Society of the
As she ponders, by her babe asleep,
The Auxiliary of Winslow-Hol Congregational Church will be entehOrrin Hupper of St. George is at Of some to lejoit-e and one to weep.
And the mystery through her wrought.
brook Post, held ~a very successful tained by Mrs. C. F. Know tomorrow’ Knox Hospital with a fractured sku’.l
Christmas sale and supper Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock. The general the result of being knocked down ac Sing of the mother and child,
at Legion hall, a good sized sum being theme of program will he “The Heal cidentally while helping load a gran
Sing high of His noble life.
realized. The hall and booths were ing of the Nations.’’ A group of ite barge at Long Cove.
Sing high for the lift iHe gave the race
Prom His nestling-place 'gainst mother's face
colorful in Christmas deckings.
young people will give a Christmas
Till He conquered in the strife.
___
e
demonstration.
With a. total of 372 sprinkler heads
K. 8. Brodie
Long Cove
The new’ section of road, between
in their Main street establishment,
Thomaston and Warren will be ready i’\‘Tn which court would you sue a
■Senter Crane Company has secured
The meeting yesterday afternoon of
for heavy traffic in March, it is said, man for $10,000, for ten dollars?
although it w ill not receive Its perma- Where is a boy accused of disorderly practical immunity from inside fire Blue Bonnet Troop was a notable one.
ment surfacing for some time yet. conduct and a man for murder to be hazard. The four floors and base Merit badges for second-class tests
That new bridge will (or should) have .tried?” 'Chapter XXVI .in Civics on ment are so thoroughly protected that were presented to Evelyn Pietrosky,
rails which will make impossible an Judges. Juries. Trials will be resumed any insipient blaze would be prompt Elsie Howard, Helen Rubenstein and
other tragedy like that of last Friday Friday at 4 p m.. by Educational ly drowned. The moment any one of Bernardette Snow; a scholarship
morning
Club department for study, with Rev. the, sprinkler heads is opened, re badge to Alice Gay; first-aid badges
L. G. Perry as It lie 530 speaker on leased by the heat of neighboring Helen Rubenstein, Dorotl^' Xawry
blaze, the full pressure of the sys and Bernardette Snow; citizenship
'"Citizenship
that Counts."
Rev. George Welch
Sranton,
>
tem, some 90 pounds to the square badges to Mary Iaiwry. Evelyn
Penn., who occupied the Universalis!
inch, sprays that immediate area,
Pietrosky and Elsie Howardi From
pulpit Sunday morning made a most
Tlie funeral services pf Edward B. high power, hydraulic gong on the the food salp conducted Saturday,
favorable impression on the mem .May were held at bis late residence School street wall sets up its racket and from gifts of money made by in
bers of his congregation, delivering j/11 High street Sunday afternoon, and the alarm bell at Central fire
dividuals, more than $30 has been
a masterly sermon and later address Rev. W. S. Rounds officiating. The station rings. The big job was done realized. Mr. Sanhler . of the Girt
ing the Knickerbocker Class and the iinal tribute to the deceased found by the Grinnell Sprinkler force of Scout Shoe Division talked to the
Sunday School. As president of the its expression in the large attendance four men in five working days. The
girls about the convention recently
Pennsylvania State Y.P.C.U. and and quantities of handsome flowers. water company crew meantime had
held in New Orleans, also showing
having served on the board of the Tlie bearers were I’ostoffice asso opened Main street and run a four
them the regulation girl scout shoes.
National Y.P.C.U., his work with ciates—Leroy D. Perry, Donald L. inch line across and through the four
Miss Corbett addressed the girls
young people has been significant. Karl. Wilbur S. Cross, Ansel 'Saun foot wall of the building with sur
concerning the Christmas need in her
.Mr. Welch remains for next Sunday.
ders. Theodore E. Perry and Edmund prisingly little bother, thanks to the work in the city. The girls have
Sansojn.
The interment was at modern equipment now in use.
voted to carry Christmas to two
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
Achorn cemetery, where committal
needy families, and plans are under
services were held.
Don't fail to see the large display o[
Just received at Miss Bicknell’s way. One group is fitting out a
Christmas Goods shown on our
Gift Shop a lot of tapestry bags and small baby, and anyone having arti
/ounters and tables. Holiday goods
Wreaths and Christmas trees at
cles for that purpose are asked to
novelties, and a few of those bargain communicate with Mrs. Clarence
/uitable for everyone can be found .Fuller-Cobb-Davis.—adv.
•beads. 12 Knox St.—adv.
here.—adv.
149-151
Beverage of Mrs. P. P. Bicknell, and
they will be called for.

IMONTON

J

DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND'

WE CASH CHRIST
MAS CLUB CHECKS

a

MORE GREAT SAVINGS
•

BEEIr
Lean Boiling Cuts 'lb 116c
Pie Meat

The One Minute Steak

1b 35c

Cube Steak
Freshly Chopped

FULL FASHIONED
PURE

SILK HOSIERY

PURE SILK THREAD

TELEPHONE
27b

Umbrellas
(what better gift could be made)

A most complete line to choose

HOSIERY VALUES SUPREME
Two unusually attractive hosiery
specials.
Perfectly woven and
shaped, full fashioned and rein
forced where the strain is hard
est. All sizes in all the various
smart colors.
Per pair $1.50
with special “gift box” Free

from; the best of quality at low

high grade

est prices in Cotton, Part Wool,

Note Paper and Correspondence

and All Wool, either in plain or

Cards in the

beautiful

A large variety in

latest styles and

colors

Plaids in the

pastel

shades, from

•

25c, 50c, 75c,

$1.98 to $5.98

$1.00 and up

and up to .......... $15.00 per pair

Sllksealed Hosiery, per pair $1.95
Also our All Silk “Blue Crane”
Hosiery, the best, at $1.00 pair
“Trippletoe” Silk and Wool, per
pair ................ 50c, $1.00 and $1.50

DOLLS
HORSMAN

RACKS,

DOLLS,

DOLL

Other Talk of the Town on Page 8

Baskets

BEDS, CLOTHES

IRONING BOARDS,

Of Gloria or Silk, in all colors
and styles; ai prices

CLOTHES HAMPERS and WASTE BASKETS

DOLL DISHES

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

CHURCH ACTIVITIES

Activities at the Congregational
Church next Sunday will include a
Christmas pageant "The Adoratibn of
the Shepherds and the Wise Men." at
4.30 in the afternoon. Members of
the Pilgrim Choir and Comrades of
the Way are in the cast, under tlie
direction of Miss Dorothy Snow. The
pageant, entirely in pantomine to
musical accompaniment, is very ef
fective. Mrs. E. F. Berry at the organ
and Mrs. Albert Averill at the piano
will furnish special music numbers.

TENANT'S HARBOR

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Rivers have
rented a part of Frank Brown's house
which they will occupy during the
winter months.
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Patterson, Mr.
and Mrs. Manfred Humphrey and
Mr. White motored Wednesday to
Onkhill.
’ Lincoln Monaghan visited his par
ents over the weekend.
A new barber, Mr. Pearce, of Port
Clyde, has rented rooms over the
Special service for ladies—Sim's postoffice.
Sanitary Sandwich Shop, 4 Park
street. Everything immaculate, home
cooking. Free delivery. Tel. 732.

Mrs. Walter Proctor was recently
called to Boston by the death of her
mother.
Mrs. Martha Farnham went last
week to Boston where she will spend
the winter.
i
Mrs. Charles Wheeler is confined to
the house by a bad attack of rheuma
tism.
• Mrs. Janices Taylor has returned
home from Portland.
Mrs. . James Harrison of Clark
Island died Sunday morning at the
home of her sister, Mrs. James Fell
in Thomaston.

BRACKETT-POST

The secret was out this morning
when friends of Pefrley A. Brackett
and Miss Helen G. Post learned that
they were married last Thursday at
the Episcopal rectory on High street,
Rev. E. O. Kenyon officiating. The
bridegroom is a graduate of the
Simplex School in Bloomfield, N. J.,
and is now employed as night opera
tor at tlie Western 'Union telegraph
office i* this city. He has proven an
adept at the modern method of
telegraphy and patrons of.the office
I hope that he will remain in his home

city. He is a son of Mr. and Mrs. A.
i H. 'Brackett, (Spruce street. The bride
is a daughter of Mr/and Mrs. Harvey
Post of Warren^ The young couple
are being deluded with congratula
tions.

The other fellow’s sins always
look the blackest, and the other fel
low's headlights always look the
brightest. And there must he some
moral attached to this, but we don't
know just what it is.
A girl out of society is long, lean,
and lanky. But if she is in the so
ciety columns, she is tall and stately.

•It
BORN

•

1 b 25c

Hamburg Steak
A Good Cut

MORTON—At New Harbor, Dee. 11, to Mr.
and Mrs. Cyrus 'Morton, n daughter.
MAGNUSON—At Knox Hospital. Rockland,
Dee, 15. to Mr. and Mrs. Axel Magnuson, a
daughter.
LEVENSALER—At Jefferson, Dee. —, to Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Levensaler. a son.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

MARRIED

Top Round Steak lb 35c
Good Quality Lean

1 b 25c

Stewing Beef

SUGAR CURED HAMS
Neatly Sliced.to Fry
Center Cut to Bake
Whole Ham to Boil

|V

***
lb 22c

V

FRESH PORK
lb 29c
All Middle Cut Chops
lb 38c
Neatly Sliced Pork Steak
lb 21c
Loins for Roasting
FINNAN HADDIE, Ib.
17c SHUCKED OYSTERS, pt. 45c
49c
SHUCKED CLAMS, qt.
49c BOILED LOBSTERS, lb.

Creamery Butter o*;*»««* lb 43c
3 pkgs 25c
RAISINS Seeded
Fancy Dates
-*
2 lbs 25c
or Seedless

m

___ _ _ _ _ _ _ DROMEDARY DATES, pkg. 19c_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

LARGE LOAF BREAD

•

8c

IT IS WISE TO ORDER YOUR CHRISTMAS DINNER EARLY—OUR DIS
PLAY OF BIRDS WILL BE THE BEST IN THE STATE

Candy Kisses
Walnuts
Mixed Nuts

Hosiery

Stationery

V

of

Blankets

Celery
Radishes
Cukes

Oranges
Bananas
Apples

Grapes
Cheese
Pickles

Olives
Sour Krout
Figs

Perry’s Market

BRACKETT-POST- At Rockland, Dee. 12,
by Rev. E. O. Kenyon, Perley A. Braekelt
and Miss Helen G. Post, both of Rockland.
LEHTIXEN-STANLEY—At St. George, Dee.
15, by Rev. A. A. Walsli. at the South St.
George Baptist imrsonage..' Hugh A. Lebtlnen and Miss Emma 0. Stanley, both of
St. George.

MUFFLERS or SQUARES
or

DIED
WEAVER—At Thomaston, Dee. 15. Maynard
Weaver, aged 23 years. 1 Ynonth, 3 days.
TMneral Wednesday at 2 o’clock at Sawyer
& Simmons parlors.
BEVERAGE—At Thomaston. Dee. 15, Ella F..
wife of Frank Beverage, aged 71 years, G
months. Funeral Tuesday at 2 o’clock at
her late residence, Knox street.
VEAZIE—At Rockland. Dec. 1G, Joseph J.
Veazie. aged 7G years. 11 months. 8 days.
Family funeral services Thursday at 2
o’clock from 35 Orange street.
HARRISON—At Thomaston, Dee. 15, Mary A.,
wife of James (Harrison of jClark Wand,
aged 59 years, 11 months, 25 days. Burial
at Wiley’s Corner.
PEERS—At Ashland, Ky., Dee. 13, Mrs.
Abbie H. (Peers.
WLNOHENBACH—At Waldoboro. Dee. —,
Floyd, son of Mr. and iMrs. Harold Wlnchenbach.
LEVENSALER—At Waldoboro, Dee. 12, Mrs.
Martha E. Levensaler of ,Winslow's Mills,
aged 82 years.
WALKER—At Hartford. Conn., Dee. 15/
Mary A. (Lamb), wife of John F. Walker,
aged -89 years, 3 months, 7 days.

SCARFS

-For Him

■ Hl]

until the last minute—our stock has been and
will be one of unusual style and value—as we

SPECIAL VALUE

IN MEMORIAM

A tribute of love and appreciation In mem
ory of Annie R. Moore on this anniversary of
her birth, Dee. 17.
•Born In tills month of December, when the
heart of the world throbs with the spirit of
love and gcnd-will, her life was a continual
expression of that spirit. She saw the good
In everyone and was everybody’s friend. We
rejoice that for so many years our church
Was blessed with her devoted, untiring, effici
ent services. Especially at (his Christmas
season do we miss her cheerful smile and
gracious presence, but we realize that our
loss Is her gain.
•
Members of Rockport Baptist Church

Rayon Squares
in soft colors of tan, browns
and reds

are adding new numbers each week.

zr

t.________ _

priced to 5.00

The New Polka Squares, Black, Navy

2.95
All Silk Squares
in new pal terns and colors

3.50

CARD OF THANKS

~

1.50

CARD OF THANKS

I wish to thank my neighbors and friends
for their kindness during the illness and death
of my husband; also for the many beautiful
floral offerings.
*
Mrs. William Cunningham

Which ever it might be—even though you wait

Through the columns of That Courier-Ga
zette, I wish to express slncffe thanks and
grateful appreciation to all persons and or
ganizations through whose efforts the bodies
of Earl Murphy, IMrs. Snow Hall and my wife
wefe recovered from the (Georges River.
•
Harold L. Kennlson

White Squares and Long Scarfs for evening
and dress wear, 1.95-3.50

I

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our thanks to the many
friends who gathered at the home of Mrs. I
Emil Lalne on the evening of Dec. .15 and .
who so generously gave toward a wedding
gift.
*
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Lalne
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE NORTH
TIONAL BANK

NA

Notice Is hereby given that the annual meet
ing of the stockholders of the North National
Bank will he held at Its hanking rooms on
Tuesday. January 14. 1931), at 10 o’clock a. m..
lo fix the number of and elect a Board of
Directors for the nsuing year and to transact
such other business as may properly come
before the meeting.
E. F. BERRY, Cashier.
Rockland, Me., Dec. 10, 1929.
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STREET FLOOR
SWEATER DEPT.

MAIL AND PHONE
ORDERS FILLED

These are Men’s and
Young Men’s Scarfs

Every-Other-Day
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PLEASANT POINT

GLENMERE

Charles Stone of Port Clyde was at
F. A. Flinton's Thursday.
Morris Gllchrest of Winchendon.
Mass., visited at D. L. Maloney’s last
week.
Delmar Little and son of New Har
bor visited at F. A. Flinton’s Sunday.
Mrs. Eva Cgrle is to entertain the
ladies of the sewing circle at her
home Wednesday afternoon.
The choir met with Mrs. Grace Ma
loney Thursday evening to rehearse
Christmas music for the concert
which will be held in the schoolhouse
Christinas Eve.
Miss Lizzie Young is in Hartford,
Conn... where she has employment
Her address is 269 Lyne street, and
friends are going to give her a Christ
mas card shower.
Mr. and Mrs. William Allen of
Stonington who were married in that
place Dee. 2 and who have been
spending a part of their honeymoon
with Mr. Allen's mother in Portland,
have been guests of his sister Mrs.
Leslie B. Seavey in this place the past
few days.
The Pleasant Point Improvement
Society served a baked bean supper in
tlie schoolhouse last Friday evening
and netted $8.80. Following the sup
per McLellan Gllchrest of Thomas
ton entertained the audience with
humorous readings which were much
enjoyed. Henry Teel was present with
his violin and altogether it was a
happy time.
School in this district closed Friday
with a Christmas concert given by the
pupils In the afternoon. The school
house was attractively decorated and
there was a large tree containing gifts
for all, Several visitors were pres
ent to enjoy the concert which the
little folks so aptly furnished. Much
credit is due the teacher Evelyn
Mossman and everyone is glad that
she is to teach the winter term as she
has given most excellent satisfaction.
Following is the program: Recitation,
“Christmas is Coming.'' Bernice Orne:
Christmas carol, sung by the school;
recitation, "If You’re Good," Anna
Seavey; dialogue. "Reviving the
Christmas Spirit." Carl Young. Gwen
dolyn Stimpson. Avis Maloney, How
ard Orne; reading, "Tilt Master Is
Coming,” Marion Coombs; recita
tions—“Christmas Song," Edith Orne;
“'Twas the Night Before Christmas,"
school; "There is a Santa Claus,” Ma
rion Coombs; song, *O Christmas
Tree," Anna Seavey, Avis Maloney,
Edith Orne; poem. Carl Young: reci
tations—“Christmas Eve." Harland
Davis; “Happy Christmas Time,"
Avis Maloney; “December.'' Laurice
Young. Santa Claus was present, and
made friends with everybody.

Thomas Watt of Belfast who lias
been guest of his soil Winslow for
several weeks is now in North Wal
doboro to spend tlie winter with his
daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Smith and C,
H. Wiley were in Rockland Tuesday.
Rev. and Mrs. A. A. Walsh werj
recently over night guests of Reyt.
and Mrs, Philip Hughey at Rockport
Miss Edith Harris who has em
ployment al the home of Miss M. J.
Watts in Thomaston is visiting lies
parents Mr. and Mrs. Frank Harris.

PRIEST’S POWDER

I Ji\S~ f?onv a.

Jlm’sCigarStore^

,

A

FRIEND INDEED

Dear Friends:
I eal! you that because a friend in
need is a friend indeed. I suffered
terrible with Indigestion, until one
day I tried Priest’s Indigestion Pow
der. I think my husband was the
tirst one to sell it in Perry, several
years ago when he was in business,
and ever since that time, when I need
a stomach tonic, I use the only thing
MAILORDERS WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION
to use: The gool old reliable Priest’s
ADD TEN CENTS EXTRA FOR PARCEL POST CHARGES
Indigestion Powder, and urge others
I to go and do likewise. It is the one
Experience with women jurors in | Missouri., Montana, Nebraska, New
To our regular Holiday customers we offer a full and W Maine shows that the average woman Hampshire, New Mexico,, New York. great medicine that does all it claims
A! makes fully as good a juror as the Oklahoma. South Carolina. South ' to. I cannot say enough in its favor.
complete line of—
Jj average man. Judges report charac- Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia. Perry, Maine.Mrs. Hiram L. Gove
teristics of women jurors are care- West Virginia, Wyoming.
• • • •
Ji<5 ful attention, conscientiousness, courPriest’s Powder for Indigestion,
Three bootleggers, in Los Angeles
~ age. and good judgment; they do "not
in CHRISTMAS PACKAGES
Sour Sick Stomach, Car Sickness,
hesitate to render verdicts of guilty who had stolen liquor, put up the de
in cases involving imprisonment and fense in court that it was legally im Heartburn and General Hyperacidity
The Wonderful Gift
capital punishment, and best of ail, possible to steal contraband liquor ! of the Stomach.
All druggists. 50c, $1.00 and $1.50.
they do not favor litigants of their which was the charge. The judge
for a man is a
agreed, and remarked that they were I The $1.50 size holds live (5) times as
own sex.
• » « •
bright and clever boys, but just to much as the 50c size.
Priest's Regulators, the ideal tonic
It is easier to maintain order in give them a chance to think things
trials with women jurors. Women over again he would send them to laxative for chronic constipation 26c
are more attentive to testimony than prison for five years each for stealing and 75c. If your dealer does not
carry them in stock have him order
men. Us well as to the charge of the the bottles. Some Solomon.
Nothing you can give him will satisfy him as much
• • • «
for you or send direct to Priest Drug
court. In criminal trials she has been
Joe Graziano, Italian immigrant, ‘ Co.. Bangor, Me.
Parcel Post pre
as a good Pipe. Come in and let us show you our
a distinct surprise. It nfes supposed
that her naturally sympathetic na has taken an old cook stove, an old paid to any address. No extra charge.
line backed by our Money-Back Guarantee. Any
ture would make her less severe with iron pot, and a dream, and found a —adv.
thing you want from 50c to $1 5.00.
defendants. It has not so happened. way to create a vapor from fuel oil --------------------- - -------------------------------Is n^urder cases, the counsel for the th^t can be used instead of gasoline, twice as much as in any other week.
defendant tries to keep her oft the and gives three times the power More arrests, more disorder, more
Also a large line of
1 jury, because she is more severe Years ago young Watts sat in his trouble. In Moscow there are 58
mother’s kitchen, watched the kettle vodka (whiskey) stores, 145 beer
than man.
I
• . . •
boil, and invented the steam engine. halls, and 283 wine shops. In New
• * • •
York, the police commissioner says
As Kipling said, without having the
Tomatoes are full of power, and there are 32,000 speakeasies,
woman juror in mind, "the female of
tomato
juice
is
T.N.T.
to
the
system
• • • •
’ the species is more deadly than the
Don’t forget our New Location is in the Strand
We associate macaroni with the
male,” so it has proved to be. She is Vitamin E, which helps the red blood
cells
absorb
iron
from
the
food,
is
Italians, but it was invented hy the
not moved by the soft words of the
Theatre Building
• pleading counsel. She is more practi found in great quantities in canned Chinese. The Germans brought it to
tomato
juice.
Doctors
also
recom

Europe, and the Italians got it from
cal-minded than man, less senti
mental In the jury box, and has a mend it, with sauer kraut juice, when the Germans. The method of manu
I
one
is
sobering
one's
self
up
from
I greater sense of the main idea. She
facture was held a great secret. A
is not easily flim-flammed by wheed some one’s gin party. If one drinks cook in France got hold of the secret
« • • «
ling or cajolery. She was accustomed
and Louis XIII ate some at this cook's
to this in bringing up her own boys, , Despite war, hard times, poverty and roadhouse, liked it, and from that
and sometimes in handling her hus un-employment, British babies are time it was popular in France.
149-153
• • • •
band. and she sees through it intui two pounds heavier, on the average,
than they were 11 years ago at the
tively.
There is a trend toward making
• • • •
end of the war. They are also flying automatic. All the pilot will
Joseph H. Youmans. 92, of Clare,, healthier, and fewer die at birth. have to do is get the plane in the air.
WHEELER’S BAY
New inventions announced are: New
j Michigan, married a woman 71 years How do you account for that?
VINALHAVEN 4 ROCKLAND
• • • •
sensitive altimeters, artificial hori
Mrs. H. E. Itackliff and Mrs. I old last week, and yet the Forty Club
STEAMBOAT CO.
Reuben Maker have returned from a thjpws them out at 49 years of age
There is now a good road complet zon finders, vertical fins under the
week's visit in Lewiston, Portland because they are too old.
ed from Winnipeg. Canada, to Mon wings, front flipper stabilizers, new
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ingerson and
terey. Mexico, and in another year it radio directional beacons, and slotted
• • « «
I family spent Sunday with Mr. and
Twelve States and the District of will be completed to Mexico City, the wings to prevent tailspins. Only one
Steamer letTes Swan's Island at 5.30 A. 51.
out of 4,000 flying trips is now dis
I Mrs. Walter Rackliff.
J Columbia permit women jurors. How capital. In a few years you will 'be
Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25, VlnalMisses Addle and Nina Townsend ever. the following 25 States are back able to motor from North to South astrous. In five years it will be one
haven 8.15, due to arrive at Bockiand about
in 10,000.
are visiting their aunt Mrs. Edgar ward enough not to see the advant America.
9 30.
• • • •
age, and do not permit them: Ala
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. 51.. Rackliff.
Many Iyindon statues are said to be
Vinalhaven 2.43. North Haven 3.30, Ston
Mrs. Edgar Rackliff recently visit bama. Arizona, Colorado, Connecti
Russia staged an anti-alcoholic
ST. GEORGE
crumbling away.
But only very
ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swans Island ed her sister, Mrs. F. L. Townsend cut. Florida, Georgia. Idaho. Illinois,
week
recently,
and
to
show
their
at

about 6.00 P. M.
slowly, unfortunately.—The Humor
in
Rockland.
Maryland,
Massachusetts,
Mississippi,
titude,
the
common
people
drank
The South . St. George and Port ist!
132-tf
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Holiday Candy A Specialty

M

CIGARS, CIGARETTES, TOBACCO

PIPE

CIGARETTE and CIGAR HOLDER*

Jlm’sCigarStore

Clyde Baptist churches. Rev, A. A.
Walsh, pastor, .will hold a roll call
and watch night service at the Port
i Clyde chapel Tuesday evening, Dec.
• 31. Song service at 7, conducted by
j Eugene Smith, choir leader: roll call
I at 8 o’clock; preaching by the pastor
1 at 8.30. text, ’What will you do in
1 the end?" Social hour with picnic
lunch, 9.30 to 10.30; special music by
the Port Clyde choir and the Glenmere male quartet — IByron Davis,
leader, Frank Wiley, tenor. Granville
Bachelder, bass, Eugene Smith, first
tenor; music, exhortation and testi
mony; Mrs. Walsh, soloist; meeting
will close with prayer at midnight.
The public invited and everybody
welcome.

DM-FAN

RADIO

|

RADIO CORPORATION, OFFERING THOSE

MODERN FEATURES SO,ESSENTIAL TO COMPLETE RADIO SATISFACTION

See the beautiful neckwear at
Burpee & Lamb’s. Rockland. 148-153

BUILT BY. GENERAL

MOTORS

•••••

This selection was made after the
most careful investigation — for
there is a definite standard of
quality to which all General Motors
products must measure. And the
more you learn about the Dav-Fan
Radio the more clearly will you
realize that it lembodies those
modern features so essential to
complete radio satisfaction.

The de hue cabinet illus
trated is in burl walnut,

richly curved, with swinging doors—50}*,* high, 32'
wide, and 19J^* deep. Tho
complete line of Day-Fan
A. C. Radios ranges in
price from $129.50 to $219
(less tubes).

It gives you a delightful natural
ness of tone quality. It is remark
ably selective. Il brings in distant stations
•with exceptional case. It (XTinits you to enjoy,
ample volume without distortion. It is offered
in several attractive cabinets which permit
you to select the design harmonizing with the
furnishings of any room.
If you desire a set employing screen grid
tubes, there are several such models from

In addition, you ran buy your DayFan out of income through the
time payment plan made available
by the Cencral Motors Acceptance
Corporation. A Email down payment places the
set in your home; and twelve easy monthly
instalments enable you to complete the pur
chase while you are enjoying its use.

SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc.
689 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
151TS153

STANDARD

OF

QUALITY

ELASTICITY TO

BEST

SILK

COLORS

FIT ALL LEGS

The wise modern housewife shares
her burdens and lets The People’s
Laundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash,
I rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the
j service prompt, the work excellent.
124-tf

CHRISTMAS TREES
AND WREATHS

Leave your orders with us now and
we will supply you with an excellent
Spruce Tree of Nursery Stock, Maine
Grown, to he delivered at your door
on any day of the week before Christ
mas.
5 ft. high .......................................... $ .75
3 ft. high .......................................... 1.00
10 ft. high ......................................... 1.50
Laurel Wreaths, medium ................. 33
Laurel Wreaths, extra large........ 1.50

Please mail your orders to our
Service Department, or Phone 1142

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
148-154

HERE IN WIDE VARIETY.....

HATHAWAY SHIRTS

NORTHWARREN

Ask ) our Nearest Day-Fan Dealer Jor a Demonstration

FASHIONABLE

MEN’S BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS TIES

See tho beautiful neckwear at
Burpee & Lamb’s, Rockland. 148-153

'------

.

FASHIONED

Thousands of beautiful Four-in-Hands, made of rich silk, both domes
tic and imported. The greatest collection and variety
J we have ever had

Allen's Taxi—Daily trips to Rock
land, from Wednesday, Dec. 18 to
Dec. 25. Special trips also arranged
at anytime. Tel. 6-12 for service.
X
• 151-153

M e invite you to come in and hear this newest
General Motors product—and you will under
stand why it is everywhere becoming more and
more the choice of discriminating radio buyers.

See the beautiful neckwear at
Burpee & Lamb's, Rockland. 148-153

FULL
ALL

Those who know us and the goods we sell naturally turn to us for the
proper gifts

The next child health conference
will be held in the church parlor
Wednesday afternoon of this week.
Last month the meeting was omitted,
owing to the prevalence of whooping
cough in the various communities.
Last Saturday afternoon Mr. and
Mrs. W. C. Comstock of . Broadway,
Rockland, entertained at dinner, Mrs.
Comstock's mother Mrs. Kmma M.
Torrey, Mr. and (Mrs .Edwin S.
Wheeler, Mr. and Mrs. Robert C.
Wood of this place and Mr. and Mrs.
J. F. McNeil of Thomaston. The
event was in the form of a farewell
party for Mrs. Torrey, who leaves
tliis week for West Somerville, Mass.,
where she will visit her daughter
Mrs. A. W. Smith.
Miss Marie Morris is holding a
Christmas sale all this week which
includes fancy articles, Christmas
cards, home made candy, etc. She
will appreciate the patronage of
friends and acquaintances.

which to choose. If you prefer
the results which have made the*
standard tubes so widely popular,
you have an equal opportunity
for ^election. But whichever set
you purchase—you can be sure of
outstanding performance and
enduring satisfaction. For DayFan design confornjs to modern
engineering practice; and pro
duction is being carried out
with all the painstaking care that
the world has learned to expect
Z from a General Motors product,

Rev. and Mrs. A. A. Walsh. Mrs.
Eugene Smith. Mrs. Walter Barter
and Mrs. Frank Wiley attended th£
Baptist ladies a'd supper at Port
Clyde last Wednesday.
Mrs. Arthur Davis and daughter
Hilda of Port Clyde are passing the
week with Mrs. Davis’ parents, Mr.
apd Mrs. Winslow Watt.

MEN and BOYS

TENANTS HARBOR

General Motors selected the DayFan Radio to nianufaci.-irc and
market because it embodies the
fine qualities which discrimi
nating and experienced radio
buyers are now demanding.

Kathaleen Davis has returned from
Portland.

Practical and Useful Presents for

Lehtinen-Stanley

MOD

Mrs. Eugene Smith and Mrs. Frank
Wiley were guests recently of Mrs.
Walter Barter.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Simmons are
in New Haven. Conn., for a visit with
friends.

Christinas Gifts

• • • •

Hugo A. Lehtinen and Emma O.
Stanley, both of St. George, were
married at noontime. Sunday, Dec.
15, at South St, George Baptist par
sonage Iby Rev. A. A. Walsh, the single
ring service being used. The couple
were unattended. The bride was at
tractively gowned in brown crepe
satin ensemble with hat to match.
This promising young couple will
make their home at Port Clyde, and
their many friends wish them every
happiness.

Capt. A. W. Simmons who has been
visiting his son Rodney is now in
Rockport with relatives.

V

Tho Andprson school presented
the following Christmas program
Thursday afternoon: Music; "Wel
come." Curtis Tolman: "Christmas in
Sweden," Eugene Tolman;
"We
Three Kings," Albert Hill, Ernest
Erkkila, Roger Farris; Story: “The
First Christmas,” Alice Farris; “The
Cradle Song." Alice Farris. Esther
Tolman, Roger Farris, Nllo Hill, Eu
gene Tolman; “Different Customs,"
Baxter Tolman: "The Longest Day,”
Ernest Erkkila;
“An
Impatient
Waiter,” NIilo Hill; "A Voice for
Santa," Rcino Hill; “A Present for
Mamma," Frederick Burgess; “A
Present for Santa," Esther Tolman;
"Jest ’Fore Christmas,” Albert Hill;
“Why Christmas Comes Late,” Roger
Farris; ‘‘Envy,’ Curtis Tolman; “A
Wish," Maurice Alholin; presentation
of gifts; music.

Artists’ model who is suing Harry
K. Thaw for $100,000 damages charges
that he spanked her with a hair
brush. It’s a good thing for some of
our grandmothers that the statute of
limitations has run.—Arkansas Ga
zette,

•

Percale, Madras, Silk Stripe and English Broadcloth
No gift involving an equal amount of money will give a greater
pleasure

BATH ROBES AND HOUSE COATS
are practical gifts that every man appreciates

MEN’S AND BOYS’ MACKINAWS, SPORT BLOUSES
AND LEATHER COATS
We carry a wonderfully large assortment of Sweaters of every
description

RAYON SHIRTS
In plain colors, Blue, Green, Peach, White

APPROPRIATE GIFT SUGGESTIONS
Beautiful Neckties
Kid Gloves and Mittens
Imported Grey Mocha Gloves
Buck Gloves
Fur Lined Gloves
Lamb Lined Gloves and
Mittens
Belts
Suspenders
(in individual boxes)
Pajamas
Silk, Linen and Cotton Initial
Handkerchiefs
Silk Armlets and Garters
(in fancy boxes)

Cuff Buttons .
Scarf Pins
Linen Collars and Cuffs
Mufflers

*

House Coats
Bath Robes
Silk Hose, plain and fancy
Lisle Hose
Cashmere Hose, plain and
fancy
Sweaters
Mackinaw Coats
Soft and Stiff Hats
Girls’ and Boys’ Toques
Hathaway White and Fancy
Shirts
Caps
Night Shirts
Flannel Shirts
Overcoats
Suits

NEW ENGLAND CLOTHING MOUSE
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FURNITURE
GIFTS OF VALUE FOR
THE HOME

STUDLEY’S
61 Park St.

Rockland

The place to buy Quality
Home Furnishings at lower
prices. Shop around, but
be sure to inspect our stock
and get prices before pur
chasing. We Save You
Money!

Mrs. Howard Dean is in very feeble
health.
Miss Florence Thurston fell at the
Thurston casket factory last Tues
day breaking her right arm and re
ceiving other serious injuries. This
: is a particularly sad case as her
mother Mrs. Jennie Thurston is laid
up with a broken arm received a
short time ago from falling in her
home.
, The M. E. Ladies' Aid held a very
successful food sale Saturday at the
Moody store.
The boys and girls are having a
fine time coasting on the hills here.
There remain many cases of
mumps and some of the afflicted ones
are having them very hard, especially
tlie older persons.
* • * *
Rev. M»\ Ufford’s Funeral
Simple funeral services for Rev.
Edward Smith Ufford were held at
1 the M. E. Church at 2 p. m. Wed
nesday when many friends afnd relai tives gathered to pay the last loving
tribute of respect to one who had for
a long time been a familiar figure in
the daily life of the village. Rev. J.
R. Howse spoke feelingly and was
assisted by Rev. H. M. Purrington
of Warren who offered a 'beautiful
prayer. Mrs. Cora Mank most touch
ingly sang two of Mr. Ufford’s own
hymns, one “Put a Light in the Win
dow for Me,’’ a piece which has been
repeatedly used in revival services
here and elsewhere. The floral of• ferings from friends far and near
were beautiful and numerous. The
remains were placed in the receiving
vault in Union and in the spring will
he removed to the family lot at Pine
Grove cemetery, Appleton.
The
hearers were Clarence Leonard.
Henry Ames, Alvah Ames and James

Griffin, intimate friiends of the de
ceased.
Under the caption of “Passing of
one of God’s Captains.’’ the Holyoke
(Mass.) Transcript prints the fol
lowing editorial:
“The headlines in the morning
papers, calling attention to the death
of Rev. Edward S. Ufford, recalls
to mind the Transcript’s choice
friendship with this earnest Baptist
clergyman, who put his soul into his
work at Beulah Chapel in the early
days at Willimansett. For he talked
Beulah,
lived1 for
Beulah and
preached for Beulah. That was the
time of his service there seven years.
There are mighty few clergymen that
can win their way into the sanctum
and hearts of a newspaper < fflee, but
Rev. Edward Ufford did it. in his
whole seven years of Beulah, he was
always a twice a week caller at the
Transcript office, and often as not his
calls went to three or four ca'lls
sometimes. And such fun as he was.
He was so bright, so resourceful and
such a good sport. He had a heavy
hump of native wit and could see the
funny side of things, and the news
paper jollyings only spurred him on.
to quick, bright counterings. He never
once lost his temper—proof enough
of Tils 'lovable character and rare
good fellowship.”

Quickly Stops
Dreaded Coughing
A stubborn cough thht hangs on
after a hard cold or an attack of
bronchitis yields quickly to the heal
ing curative virtues of Foley’s Honey
! and Tar Compound. Made of pure
pine tar. fresh demulcent honey, with
other valuable cough-healing medi, c’nes. Foley’s Honey and Tar spreads
a soothing healing coating over the
inflamed lining of the throat and air
' passages. Bronchial coughs, disturb
ing night coughs, frightening croupy
coughs are quickly stopped. Con
stantly in use over 50 years, more
than 2,000,000 are used yearly. Ask
your druggist for Foley’s Honey and
j Tar Compound and use no other. Sold
' everywhere.

tended the social given by the school
in the evening.
Miss Grace Simmons of the vil
lage spent the weekend with Mrs. Almon Burns.
Maynard Orne of Monhegan re
cently visited his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. J. Orne.
Mrs.
I». Delano of Thomaston
visited relatives hen' .Friday.
Mr and Mrs R. J. Marshall spent
Sunday in Cushing, guests of their |
EAST FRIENDSHIP
Capt. Lew Wallace of Wadsworth son, Witmer Marshall.
Point is home for tho winter. He has
been engaged in the scallop business
during the season.
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Grafton and
oest treatea witnouc
Mrs. Fannie Copeland and daughter
dosing—Just rub on
spent Thursdaj- in Thomaston.
Mrs. Ethel Vose and children spent
Sunday in IXorth Waldoboro.
Miss Elsie Syrppla visited the High
OVERT? MILLION JARS USED YEARLY
School at the village Friday and ut-

Saby’s Colds

v'siss

Solid Mahogany or Walnut Top

GATE LEG TABLE

ROCKLAND DIVISION

You must see this to appreciate its
beauty!

NATION WIDE GROCERS so hand in hand with thbrcustomers

18.00

IN BUtLOlNG UP THEIR OWN LOCAL COMMUNITY

SMOKERS
To Select From. All Styles, Sizes
and Finishes. From—

89c to 18.00

WEEK OF DECEMBER lb TO DECEMBER 11
The Butter nil Maine is t’ting about

jw
SEWING CABINETS
MARTHA WASHINGTON
in Solid Mahogany

20.00

i Lb. Rolls

45
ALL
FLAVORS

JELL-0

CAMAY
SOAP

PRISCILLA CABINETS
in Mahogany Finish

5.00

BUTTER

5

FOR

4«.,.25‘

25

Cakes

The Best Toilet Soap made

32

It has a leT'a’ipn built with Cake

SWANS DOWN

CAKE
FLOU&

Large
Pkg.

BUY GOOD THINGS CHEAPLY BY THE BARREL
CEDAR CHESTS
In Red or Walnut. Mothproof,
and a wonderful present. From—

12.00 to 35.00
For a Large Size Chest

in*

SoSt Centers

Barrel

28c

ALO
SPLENDID BRAND
A very useful present
32 PIECE

SET OF DISHES

4.75
The above are only a very few of
the many useful gifts that can be
found at this store. Any article
you select may be purchased on
Easy Terms or for Cash. We give
Liberal Discounts. You will like
vited to call. You will not be
trading here and are cordialy inurged to buy.

Studley Furniture Co.
61 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
"THE ECONOMY STORE”
SUB-AGENTS FOR

MAJESTIC RADIO
On hand at all times a Full Stock
of

Used and Reconditioned
Furniture and Ranges
See Us First!
We Give Green Trading Stamps

BUFFALO
PEANUT
BUTTER

AUSTRIAN
MIXTURE

STRINGLESS

BEANS

1 Lb.
Glass
Barrel

The Scientific
Bog Food
COGS LIKE IT

2

24'

25

c.

LINEN

Sweet Mixed

STATIONERY

PICKLES

Finest Quality

X Quart Bottle

14c
vlni!,. Giown

Per
Box

1C

34’

3T

Off Shore Catch

FRESH

GORTON’S

<u.

MACKEREL

from GLOUCESTER

can

As|

£ Flours

*

..

PUDDINE
ALL FLAVORS

ROCKPORT

WALDOBORO

Ronald Billings, principal of the
grutnmar school, Is spending the
Christmas vacation^ at hls home In
Ellsworth.
Scott Wilson of Xew York Is. the
guest for a few days of Theodore
La Polley.
Elmer Crockett, who is a student at
Massachusetts Agricultural College.
Amherst. Is spending the Christmas
recess with his uncle, Elmer E.
Matthews at Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Miss Lucy Lundell left Saturday
for New York to remain for several
days. She will then go to her home
at South Paris for the remainder of
the school vacation.
Oliver Ingraham of Bangor was a
weekend guest of her parents Mr.
and Mrs. E. E. Ingraham.
Mrs. Ella Eaton who has been very
ill at her home on Sea street Is re
ported as improving.
Mrs. Mabel Crone returned Sat
urday from Springvale where she
has been visiting for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Hanson T. Crockett
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Enos E. Ingraham, enroute from the
State Grange convention at Bangor
to their home at Xorth Haven. Lloyd
Crockett was also n weekend guest
at the Ingraham home.
A very Impressive service was
held at the Baptist Church Sunday
evening when the ordinance of bap
tism was administered at the close
of the regular service. Special musi
cal numbers were rendered.
The Saturday Club was very pleas
antly entertained at the home of Mrs.
Louise Holbrook ljist week.
The regular meeting of the Twenti
eth Century Club will be omitted
Friday of tills week.
Citizens in town are busily engaged
in carrying out plans for a Com
munity Christmas tree to 'be erected
in the square in front of Hotel Rock
port.
Lloyd Rhodes and Maynard Graf
fam students at Castine Normal
School, are home for the Christmas
vacation.

The Main street school was closed
Friday afternoon In observance of
the funeral services of the late Floyd
Winchenbach who was one of the
pupils.
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Weston are in
Portland where they will pass the
winter months.
Mrs. Cora Nash, who has been the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Shirley
Cross in Rockland, passed a few days
with Dr. and Mrs., George H. Coombs.
The tar Club will hold a Christ
mas sale in the Board of Trade rooms
Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Duane are
in Quincy, Mass., where they will re
main for two months.
Mrs. Ella Achorn was hostess at
the meeting of the Susannah Wesley
Society Monday evening.
Funeral services of the late Floyd
Winchenbach, oldest son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Winchenbach, were held
at the Baptist Church Friday after
noon, Rev. L . D. Graves the offici
ating clergyman. The body was placed
in the receiving tomb at the German
cemetery.
Dr. and Mrs. J. W Sanborn, Floyd
Benner and Miss Marcia Blaney were
in Portland last week.
At the business meeting of the Par
ent-Teacher Association, Mrs. Ida C.
Stahl was elected to fill out the term
of president for the year. The next
meeting wil be held Jan. 1, when Dr.
George H. Coombs Will speak and a
program will be given.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse were in
Waterville Friday.
I-'ur.eral services were held Satur
day for the late Mrs. Martha E. Levensaler, 82, who died at the ohme of
Mr. and Mrs. James Harkins where
she was passing the winter. Mrs.
Levensaler, who was the widnv of
Elijah Levensaler, had made her
home at Winslow's Mills for many
years although she had once been a
resident of Waldoboro village. Rev.
I!. O. Megert officiated and the burial
was in Riverside cemetery.
At the Friday evening meeting of
Meenahga Grange tlie following offi
cers were elected: W. M„ Willis H.
Crowell; overseer, Philip Lee; stew
ard, Herbert Johnson; assistant stew
ard. Roy L. Mack; secretary, Ethel
Campbell; treasurer, Fred W. Scott;
chaplain, Ida B. Viles; lecturer.
Maude C. Gay; lady assistant stew
ard, Gertrude Burnes; Ceres, Rena D,
Crowell; Pomona, Dorothy Lovejoy;
Fora, Isadora Holtses; gate keeper,
Wilmot Davis.

WARREN

A Beautiful Line of

Kitchen Tested

2 25'
for

We sell Chase & Sanborn’s Coffee. Delivered fresh daily
SPEND YOUR MONEY WHERE IT GOES THE FARTHEST
BUT NOT THE FARTHEST FROM HOME
•»
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LIONEL
Electric Trains
TRANSFORMERS, SETS, CARS,
SWITCHES, TRACKS
You may add to the sets you already have,
more cars, track, switches, gates, signals
and all other parts to make a complete
system.

CARS-FLAT, OIL, COAL, BOX, CAT
TLE, GONDOLA, CABOOSE
SIGNALS—WARNING SIGNALS,
SINGLE AND DOUBLE SEMAPHORES
CROSSING GATES, FLASHERS, FLAG
STAFFS, TOWERS

LOCOMOTIVES—ELECTRIC TYPE

TRAIN SETS—FREIGHT, PASSENGER
TRACK—STRAIGHT, CURVED

SWITCHES—ELECTRIC LIGHTED
TRANSFORMERS—“MULTIVOLT”
WITH CONTROLS
BULBS—FOR CARS, ENGINES,
SIGNALS

Procure new sets or add more and differ
ent pieces to that you already have. More
track, a pair of switches, or an extra car
make fine presents now or later in the
year.

H. H. CRIE & CO.

Mrs. Virgil Payson spent two days
Established 1860
of last week as the guest of Mrs.
Arthur Peabody.
Mrs. Inez Libby has employment
as 'housekeeper for Frank Payson
and family.
456 Main Street
Rockland, Me.
The school vacation through the
holiday season will be only two
weeks, sessions being resumed Dec.
30.
I
CAPE COD CANAL
A. J. Rines is again able to be out
day urging his support for a Federal $7.r.00.000. Representations made by
after a few weeks illness.
A group of business men represent appropriation of approximately $10,- the group were that the canal was not
The next meeting of the Farm Bu ing the Xew England Council, headed 000,000 to widen and deepen the Cape in shape to take care of the large vol
reau will be Jan. 14. This will be the by Senator Gillett, of Massachusetts, Cod canal, which was purchased hy ume of heavy traffic which desires to
time when Miss Lawrence and Mr. called upon President Hoover Thurs- the Government a year ago for pass through it.
Wentworth will be present to assist
in plans for the coming year. Mem
bers and non-members all who en
joy doing, or seeing the work, are re
quested to attend. It is the aim of
the officers to get everyone’s idea
about the line of work to be under
taken through 1930, whether it shall
be crafts, such as basketry work;
the study of preparing foods and
menus; or other household arts.
This will be the time to decide what
Is most needed. The meeting place
will be announced later.
Capt. Charles Young has been seri
ously ill the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Harrington
and three children have moved to
Warren from South Thomaston and
are living with L. B. Randall.
The ladles of the Baptist Church
circle are to serve a public supper
Thursday evening.
Mrs. Clarence Spear was guest of
honor at a party given on the eve
ning of Dec. 6 at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank L. Page. South Warren.
Members of the A.H.B. Club gath
ered in force bearing gifts in cele
bration of Mrs. Spear's birthday as a
surprise while Mr. and Mrs. Spear
arrived thinking themselves bidden
n,,* , < '
to one of the clubs usual card parties.
The very’ successful Christmas sale
COMPLETE
held last Thursday at the Congrega
tional Qhurch netted^ nearly $73
■ 7".:
•which was most pleasing to the
workers.
Mrs. Abby Stetson and Miss Mil
dred Stetson have returned from
Shelbourne, X. H., where they went
expecting to remain for the winter.
Mrs. Stetson is somewhat recovered
then you select yw Atwater
from her recent severe illness but
Kent Screen-Grid Radio Aara,
still far from well.
Mrs. Harold Drewett, organist at
you’re sure that you’ll get out of it all
the Baptist Church was hostess Fri
the pleasure that Atwater Kent has
day evening to a few members of the
choir and Ladies Aid of that church
built into it
who arrived as surprise guests.
Chester Wyllie was elected, under
The tone—Electro-Dynamic, of
protest, as master of ceremonies and
course—is amazing in its freedom from
presented Mrs. Drewe.tt witli a gift
IS5
ft!
of gold. A very enjoyable evening
operating noises. You can focus the
was spent.
8, F. Copeland is recovering from
enormous power like a searchlight on
a severe attack of bronchitis which
the station you want. Dependability is
hits confined him to the house for tlie
past few weeks.
backed by the reputation that almost
• • . •

HARDWARE

Atmate it
KeOTi

Screen-Grid Radio
$132.00

All you have to

do is listen

1 jt
VV

Christmas Tree and Entertainment

The Table Model
Complete $118.00

Hinckley Corner primary school
closed Dec. 13 with a Christmas tree
and entertainment, followed by a
grab hag and candy sale, the pro
ceeds of which will go in the school
league. The tree was very beauti
ful and lovely lifden with .presents
both for the children and their teach
er, M. Shirley Castner, The pro
gram:
School
Hinging-Santa Claus Land,
Down the Chimney
.Marion
Mitchell
Being Generous,
Paul Oxton
Christmas,
Clyde Grotton
A Joke on IPs,
Dorothy banc
A Christmas Surprise,
(Margaret Nutter
Grandma’s Mistake,
Raymond Keating
Enough for All,
Ruth -Starrett
Chrlstmaa Polls,
Robert f'inqniars
A Rest for Santa,
Cornela Cousens
When «anta Claus Comes
Toys and Jolly Old Saint Nick,”
Hinging
School
Harold Mitchell
Note for |San1a,
Elizabeth Oxton
A Letter to Santa,
Alfred Wyllie
Mr. Sandman's Visit.
Verna Robinson
Dolly's Christmas IGlft
Adelaide Cinqmars
Dear 'Santa Claus,
Buying Christmas (Presents, Christine Jones
An Impatient Walter,
George Robinson
Dorothy Simmons
A iKind Grandma,
Edward Davis
Selfish Billy Green,
Charlotte Lane
N’ot Letting On,
Arthur Wot ton
He Comes in the (Night.
Christmas Stocking Wishes, Virginia Wyllie
If Santa Claus Was Pa.
Stanley Munroe
Delmont Butler
Santa’s Soliloquy,
I Wonder,
Walter 'Munroe
The Night Before Christmas. Alice Cinqmars
School
Hinging- On the House Top,
Hong -“Santa Claus,”
Ruth Starrett
Closing,
Margaret Nutter

The operetta, “Kunbonnetts and
Overalls” -was given during the
term and was very pleasing to the
large number of visitors who were
present to enjoy it.
Those not absent during the term
are Edward Davis. Alice Cinqmars,
Alfred Wyllie, Virgiia Wyllie, Walter
Munroe, Christine Jones, Raymond
Keating.

2,500,000 Atwater Kent sets have made.

Yes, we know the radio’s right We’ve
proved it ourselves. We’re waiting to
prove it to you with a demonstration.
You just have to listen—and enjoy it

MODEL F-S
SPEAZUt

MODEL IS

TO ALL ATWATER KENT RADIO DEALERS

We are satisfied that no better radio aet than
our present Screen-Grid Model* can be pro
duced either by ourselves or by our competitors.
We will continue to manufacture and sell the
present Atwater Kent line throughout the spring
season.
(Signed)

Atwater Kent Manufacturing Company

John A Karl & Company
305 Main St.

Rockland, Maine

Tel. 745—\
_________

150-154

Evcry-Otlier-Day
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WATER REFERENDUM

In Everybody’s Column

For Sale

Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Libby have re
POE SALE Excellent prlnthi,’ plant : Txll
Advertisements In this column not to exceed
turned from several weeks’ visit in three lines Inserted once for 23 ceuts, 3 times Pearl press like new. 2 racks, type, stitcher,
paper,
cards, etc., $S" If taken this week.
North Haven Man Is Puzzled
for 50 cents. Additional lines 5 cents each JOHN (GORDON,
Boston.
'Port Clyde.
151-153
for one time, 10 cents for tnree limes. Six
Mrs.
A.
V.
Patterson
is
the
guest
and Expresses His Disgust |
FOR BALE- Ford truck. Apply In MUNI of her daughter Mrs. Charles JScho- words make a line.
1M-153
SEY S GARAGE.
| field in Rockland.
FOR SALE- Mahogany cabinet Brunswick
North Haven. Dec. 16
Lost
and
Found
THOMASTON
(Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Calderwood and
talking machine in perfect condition with 80
; Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
LOST- Buucli of keys on ring, one Yale records. $35. machine cost $100'. An Ideal
son Norman of Crockett’s River have
Now the smoke has cleared awav
kev
numbered
3280.
Leave
at
THE
COVRIERA four episode Christmas play,
Christinas gift. TEL 518-M.
l'»l-tf
1 moved into Mrs. Abbie Creed’s house
GAZETTE Office.
130-152
“The Christ of the Crowded Why” from the battle on the referendum on
FOR SALE— 1020 itord coupe, (heap for
I
for
the
winter.
f^OUND—Black and tan female dog.
cash. Inquire SIM’S HHOP, 4 (Park St.
will he. given Dec. 22 at 7 o'clock in the export power law so we can see
Thursday is Union Church Circle
151*153
things as perhaps th£y are. what do |
TAKE. Warrell, Me.
the Baptist Church.
*
supper at 5.30
POI ND Kev on North Alain St. Apply
FOR SALE Christmas trees, 25c, 50c and
The Mission Circle of the Baptist we find:
Schools
closed
Friday
nearly
all
of
15l-lt
at
rOl
’
RIBR-GAZETTE.
First: That there was a very large I
75c. A. J. MOODY, 438 Old County road.
Holly Sprays, Holly Wreaths, Laurel Wreaths,
i Church will meet with Mrs. lada
them having Christmas trees and pro
151*153
sum of money expended, in many
FOUND Bronze watch-fob coin, l’arh Ex Tel. 645-.I.
i Newcombe. Tuesday at 2 o’clock.
grams.
Friday
morning
at
the
High
position
of
18H9.
Owner
can
have
at
UOUBoxwood Memorial Wreaths
FOR SALE—Five (Boston terrier pups, 3
ways, to have the law approved by '
George S. Morse is in Chatteau.
School the pupils enjoyed this pro KIEK-GAZETTK Office.
151-1.3 months Old, good markings. K. H. (PEASE,
the voters.
151*153
i Ontario to visit his son Alton who
gram which was followed by a Christ
LOST-Key ring with 5 keys. TEL 030-J. Cushing.
ONLY SEVEN MORE DAYS TO
Second: That in one instance at
FOR CHRISTMAS PLANTS WE HAVE
has been in Canada many years and
51*153
mas tree, with joke gifts and per
FOR SALE Hard wood junks, staves, slabs
least, (how many more we do n< t !
and
kindling
wood
d
llvered.
E.
A.
OXTON.
is now manager of the Devon Lumber
sonal gifts: Reading by Miss Gwen
know) there was a gross miscount of ;
Tel. 263>-4.
151* 156
Fine Jerusalem Cherries, $2.00
Co.. Ltd.
dolynGreen; songs
by the school;
Wanted
the ballots cast—when they gave 300 '
FOR SALE—Christmas trees, very best, 35c
Mrs. Donald George went to Port in favor and on a recount it showed ,
piano
solo,Helen Erickson; recita
furnished
or
unWANTED—-Heated room,
and 5tk'. JEROME FKi'E, 9 Sweetlanu St.
Cyclamen, $1.25 to $6.00
land Monday for a few days.
tion.
Allen La wry: songs, school; furnished. TEL. 1228-W.
151-lt Tel. 465.
150-154
1.000 against—a change of 1.300 votes. '
piano
solo, Annice Gross. Clyde
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will it looks like “a nigger in the wood-,
Ferns, Foliage Plants, Small Begonias, and best of all
WANTED—Girl for general housework.
FOR SALE- Ivory finished ‘h size bed with
Bickford impersonating Santa Claus Call at 4i TALBOT AVE. Tel. 1285. 151-153 bureau to match, hair mattress and spring,
meet Wednesday afternoon at the i pile.’’
presented the gifts.
we shall have in Saturday morning
vestry. Supper at 6 o'clock with
WANTED—Capable person for general red pluah set, piazza chairs and other pieces
So far the voters in general have
MRS. KNICKERBOCKER.
Next Sunday evening at Union housework In family of t\^». BOX 145. Cam of furniture.
program following. The housekeep not found out where all the large
150*151
Beautiful Poinsettia Plants, from $1.00 to $6.00
den.
______ \
131-153 Tel. 1158-R.
Church a Christmas pageant entitled
ers will he Mrs. Leona Starrett, Mrs. sujn of money came from. President
FOR BALE One horse sled, one sleigh. W.
"The Holy Grail’’ will he presented in
WANTED—Beat long haired shaggy cats
Edith
Kilborn.
Mrs.
Buker.
Mrs.
Wyman
said
they
did
not
pay
it
and
A PAUL. Rockport. Tel. 204-6.
150*152
We shall also have
pantomime with Rev. 1». J. Clifford as and kittens. Write age. sex and color. Tel.
Nida Copeland, Miss Harriet Bur no one else has denied or acknowl
6-23.
BAY’ VIEW FARM. North Haven,
FOR SALE -Two 33x600 heavy Duty Tires;
reader. Everyone welcome.
gess.
Cut Flowers, Carnations. Roses, Snapdragons
Maine.
150*155 two 32x600.heavy Duty Tires: second hand
edged the paying of it. hut someone
Mr. and Mrs. Lafayette Smith have
Mrs. Clarence Robinson who has was very much interested in having
WANTED- Secretarial work or position as. cord tires, all sizes: second hand furniture:
[returned from a visit with his sister, companion by refined, college bred woman. one picture of John Quincy Adams .. HARRY
Everybody loves Flowers. You can’t fail to please
been in Andover. Mass., on a visit to the law favorably voted upon. Sure
150*152
Mrs Jennie Dodge in Edgedomh.
Will work for low wage because hanii•«-t«<l BENOYITCH. 12 Rankin St.
her sister, has returned home.
ly it was not the farmers in the rural
with such gifts
FOR SALE Two beagle rabbit hounds.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Carney left by lameness. Anxious to secure immediate
SPECIAL!
Mrs. Caleb Gilehrest is seriously sections who were to receive the
Best of references. Write MR. LELAND HAMTil.NS, Ingraham Hill. Rock
Friday for Worcester .where they will employment.
ill of erysipelas at her home on benefit of the 10-year clause, (if there
RICHARDSON, care The Courier-Gazette.
land. Tel. 1184-S1.
149*151
Quilted Satins with Chrome Sole . he guests of their son Hector Car15(1*1.52
Keith street.
' was to he any benefit from it. which
FOR SALE Wonderful ' trade in a safe
| ney.
Colors: Black, Blue and Rose
Rev. Herbert Leach and family and we very much doubt). Therefore <s
WANTED—ASecond hand mainsail and fore suitable for office or store. MR.44 E1HT1I A.
Mrs. Dewey Brown, son Philip and sail for 50 ft. schooner. Must be A1 condi HICKS. 84 Talbot Ave. TeK 988.______ 149-tf
Mrs. Leach’s mother are now settled , it any wonder the State Grange vot"SILSBY'S"
daughter Betty are spending the week tion. Also transmission case, one wire wheel
FOR SALE Fine roasting chickens dressed
in the Methodist parsonage which ed to ask* the next Legislature to inin Rockland, guests of Mrs. Rilla and front axle for 1024 Bulck. Marine con to order. 40 cents per pound. PREDKRICK
399 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
I had been made ready for them. It is vestigate where the money came
version for Fords. J. C. HARMON. Tel. 595
i
Bray.
MONROE.
Tel. 647-14.
151-153
Rockland.
149-151
J pleasing to note that children are in | from. If after all the expense of hoLd(Iscar Swanson left the past week
FOR SALE Fox terrier pups. RAYMOND
the family. There is room in the ing a State election on a referendum
WANTED-Six or seven room house, mod
for Sweden.
ern, for 2 adults, no children. T. C. STONE, WILLIAMS, Thomaston St., Rocklhnd, Me.
schools for many more pupils.
; when those who have charge of
148*153
Mrs. Fred Morong of Rockport ar 26 School St. Tel. 9900.
149*151 Tel. 167-13.
The boys who went from the Bap- counting the ballots can make such a
FDR SALE—32 volt Delco lighting plant,
rived Friday and is the guest of her
WANTED Position as practical nurse or
tist Sunday School as delegates to the glaring mistake. a» we know was
housekeeper In small family by middle aged with 16 batteries. Plant now running and in
mother Mrs. Margaret Libby.
CAMDEN
I lecturer Lucia Hopkins was rendered older boys conference at Auburn- made in the count referred to and the
good condition. Guaranteed. Will sell cheap.
Mrs. Lora .Hardison was hostess to lady. Best of references. Address NURSE, Write or call F. L. LUDWIG, Washington.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Burragc of | L"_the, af,e,rno?n- also one in the eve- Lewiston made their report Sunday courts tell us there is no law to punish
care Courler-Gatette.
149*151
ning
by
the
host
lecturer.
Col.
F.
Tel. 12-31.
147*152
the
Washington
Club
Saturday
eve

Malden. Mass., and Miss Jessica
evening before an audience which anyone in such a case, what is the
WANTED—Currier-hes pictures. We pay
ning.
FDR SALE—Singer sewing machine at 67
course "as lhere
filled the vestry. A choir of young | use to have election, and is it not
Friech and Edward McManamin of I™1'?,rk k
highest prices. Send title. L. LAVRIN. 261
146-131
Mrs. Walter Tolman and Mrs. Elm St.. Biddeford. Maine.
Wakefield. Mass., are guests of Mrs. h.ls fldd,e' and .'>1:!ved somp »’<1
147*152 WILLOW ST. Tel. 1086-W.
people assisted in the service and about time wc had a law that would
Hollis Burgess were in Rockland
FDR SALE—New house with garage at
Burrage's parents Mr. and Mrs H. jigs. He says it is not a violin that ; John Singer was presiding officer. punish wilfully making a false count? '
Clark Island at a bargain. C. A. JOHNSON,
lie plays, it is a fiddle.
M onday.
If we cannot depend on our officers
W. Libbey.
9 Otis St.. Rockland.
145*153
These officers were elected: Master, • Following a season of song and who count the votes for us then the
Mr> Clarence Hall and daughter
C. T. Seaverns of Hartford. Conn,
prayer,
each
boy
gave
a
report
of
his
FOR SALE—Finnish ski. first class make
Colors that will please the eye in
Nellie visited Monday in Rockland.
a summer resident of Camden, spent Charles M. Woster; overseer, Lloyd personal experience and the proceed foundation of our Government is de- |
an<l Finnish hunting knives. EMIL RIVERS,
Crockett: lecturer. Lucia Hopkins:
^Mrs. O. V. Drew entertained at
st roved.
342 Park St.. Rockland, Me.
146*1.1
the weekend in town.
bridge Friday evening at her home.
steward. Nathan Hopkins; assistant ings of the conference in part. The
FELT
SLIPPERS
It
begins
to
look
as
though
there
FOR SALE— Dayton Scale In A1 condition,
Mrs. Orinda Perkins of Bath ha*;
steward. Ivan Backliff; chaplain. hoys made a fine appearance and might have been more to the referen
Mrs. E. C. Macintosh left Friday
athall show case. oi1e soprano saxophone, low
returned home after a visit with Mrs
For Men, Women and Children
for Rockland where she will spend
pitcli, silver plated and one E fiat ba.ss.
Rose Le'P.lanc; secretary. Scott Rack- each told his story in a very intel dum than appeared on the surface.
Willis Pitcher.
EMIL RIVERS, 342 Park St., Rockland. Me.
liff: treasurer, Frank Post; gate ligent manner. As a tribute to their
several
days
with
her
daughter
Miss
Frank
Beverage.
146*151
Mrs. O. B. Brown entertained the
Frances Macintosh.
keeper. Wepdall Snowdeal; Ceres. effort the congregation gave them a
Monday Club yesterday afternoon at
FOR SALE—In Warren, 13 acres of land,
Monday. Dec. 23 at 6.30 a Christmas
Inez Packard; Pomona, Sadie E. rising vote of appreciation. The im
half wooded: one mile from Postoffice: nice
her horne.
tree will be held for the children at
Woster: Flora. Harriett Richardson: pression the boys made upon the V1NALHAVEN BOWLERS
house lot. A. k PERRY, Warren.
146*151
Mrs. E. Frank Knowlton has re lady assistant steward. Helen Rack- other boys in the conference was re
Upion
Church.
It
will
ibe
preceded
by
The present standing of the YinalFOR MALE—Hard wood, fitted. $14 cord de
turned from a visit with friends in liff. H. X. Brazier was re-elected as flected in the election of John Singer
This
Week
’
s
Special
a
play
by
16
children
entitled
“
The
haven Bowling J.eague shows two
livered. Leave orders at 500 Main St., Rock
Boston and vicinity.
Christmas Toy Shop.”
It is an
land
Tel. 682-W or K. SALMINEN. West
executive committee for three years. as assistant secretary and Vernon teams tied for first, second and hist
Miss Mabel Moody of Union and The installation will be held at Me
Packard as a member of the commit i place. This is how the figures read:
Rockport.
144*155
unusually attractive entertainment
OVERSHOES
Clarence Glidden of Washington wen gunticook Grange. Camden, Jan. 11.
tee on resolutions. By vote of the
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, 814; long,
and will he free to all.
Won. Lost PC.
recent guests of Miss Gladys Coose.
$10; junks, $12; slabs fitted $8; also lumber
audience William G. Washburn. Fishermen .
Ladies’ 4-Buckle 1
WHEN IN
Mrs. George Piner of Boston is the
. 3
1
.750
delivered. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21.
Schools in town close this week foi
Dea. Packard and Lee Walker were Crusaders .,
guest of her mother Mrs. Burgland.
3
.750
P. O. Thomaston.
145-tf
BOSTON
CLARK
ISLAND
the Christmas vacation.
’ made a committee to convey the Old Timers .
Allen
Drake
has
returned
from
a
.500
FOR SALK—Hard wood, fitted, 814 : soft
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Simpson arc thanks ot the people to the Y.M.C.A. Fish wharf
If quiet home-like surroundings
Stores are open every evening now
business
trip
to
Belfast.
Mr.
Drake
wno.l fitted. $:•: junks $ft. L. F. TOLMAN.
.500
with good food at moderate
until after Christmas and many ex receiving congratulations on the fol. ,he fine entertainment accorded Damfinos •...
P.,O. Thomaston. Tel. 263-13.
145*153
and son Marshall are spending the
.333
son. Dec. 8, at Knox Hos- the
the boys
tra clerks are on duty during the birth of
prices appeal to you,
boys. The delegates were Yer- Outlaws ....
Ladies
’
Automatic
Fasten

winter
jponths
at
the
home
of
Mr
and
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
.333
pital.
’ I non Packard. Leonard Stover, Leroy
holiday trade.
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall orders
Stop at
Mrs. Herbert Conway.
• • * •
Mrs. Charles Butler has had an Whitten, Forrest' Grafton. Douglass
solicited. HELEN U. RHODES.
145-tf
ers '
Mrs. Francis Conway was pleasant
The week of Dec. 16 has the Dam
oil
______________
burner installed in her home re- 1 \vaiher. Wilbur Strong, Roland PaTHE HOTEL
Enjoyable Grange Meetinq
ly surprised Thursday evening at her
finos
against
the
Outlaws
tonight,
I quin and Ralph Smalley
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange centIyhome in honor of her birthday. Those
To Let
HEMENWAY
the Fishermen versus the Crusaders
Mr. and Mrs. .William Caven have
jjjss Hilda George will spend the Thursday night, and the Old Timers
met with Penobscot View Grange
present were: Mrs. Herbert Conway.
TO I.ET—In Thomaston, two furnished
On the Fenway at Westland Ave.
Dec*. 14 with a very good attendance. much sympathy in the loss |of a I Christmas holiday with Mrs. Don- vs. the Fish wharf Friday night.
Mrs. Alton Oakes. Mrs. Fred Gray,
rooms, bedroom and living room for light
Rates from:
,, ,:P„r-e
The address of welcome was given by daughter who was born Dec. 10 and i Miss
♦ * • •
Mrs. Ear! Calder, Mrs. Albert Os
housekeeping If desired, 82.50 per week. 49
YottVK
Tillotson
of
Hawaii,
$3.00 to $5.00 Single
GLEASON ST., near Creek.
150-152
the host Master H. N. Brazier, re died. Dec. 11.
good and mother Mrs. Nickerson. Mrs.
Crusaders Creeping Up
$4.00 to $6.00 Double
Mrs. Thomas Richards has been wip ,yVe a travel talk in the Congresponse by Nathan Hopkins. A very
James Calder. Mrs. William Smith.
TO LET -Furnished bouse 6 rooms. 20
The Damfinos were the latest vic
Telephone KENMORE 4330
Wadsworth St.. Thomaston.
Inquire MRS.
gatlonal vestry Friday evening at 7.30
interesting program .by the Pomona visiting in Rockland.
The hostess was presented with a
HORACE VOSE. 15 Hyler St., Thomaston.
Leonard H. Torrey, Manager
o'clock, for the benefit of the Gfl tims of The upward march of the
beautiful gift. Lunch was served and
151*153
AT
THE
BROOK,
ROCKLAND
Scouts. Miss Tillotson has travelled militant Crusaders when those two :
a social hour followed which incluled
TO LET Five room liou.se 11 Knowlton St.
I extensively and her lectures are high- teams clashed at the Cascade alleys. ,
dancing.
Inquire <’. W. SEWELL, 13 Knowlton St.
¥
* ilv■ entertaining,
Be
entertaining. full of wit and humor. ‘ \ inalhaven, Thursday night.
The Latter Day Saints Church has
after 5 p. m.
150*152
The Girl Scouts will make a house-to- fore the match Captain Grimes was j
been recently decorated for the
TO a KT Heated rooms. $3.50 and up per
house canvass in selling the tickets. willing to lay even* money on his
week. THE KENMORE. 29 Park St. 150*152
Christmas season with festoons, ever
Mrs. Walter A. Andrews of Fram i chances to win. hut after the match
NORTH HAVEN
greens and poinsettias. A large fes
MRpp- lu A1 condi
ingham. Mass., is in town, called by ; he had to edmit the fact of a defeat
tion and reasonable. JOHN O. STEVENS.
Xorth Haven Grange held its regu tooned tree has been placed in the
Burpee Furniture Company.
149-151
the serious illness of her mother Mrs. which he characterized as being lar meeting Dee. 14 with good at alcove at the hack of the platform, at
Since 1840 this firm has
; “merely temporary.”
TO LET—Rooms formerly occupied by
I Caleb L. Gillehrest.
tendance. One application for mem the left of which is a foreplace, and
faithfully
served
the
families
Rockland Hair Store. Suitable for business
Fred Jameson led his teammates bership was received. The lecturer at
Girl Scouts are asked to be at the
the
right.
American
flags
or apartment. CARINTS FRUIT STORE.
of Knox County
! Congregational vestry in uniform at and the field, both for high string and presented a good program.
The representing Christ, the Home and
____________________________________ 149*151
LADY
ATTENDANT
1 total, with M. Ames runner up. election of offict'ns was followed by our Country. Presents will 'be pre
17 o'clock Friday evening.
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 5 rooms.
Tel. Day 450;
781-1
Miss Ada Coleman was entertained Just to show the vagaries of bowl a social hour.
sented to the children and a program
ROBERT COLLINS, 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
W
AMBULANCE SERVICE
ing
compare
E.
Calder's
total
and
148-tf
given
on
Christmas
Eve..
Dec.
24.
All
over the weekend at a Phi Mu Delta
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Crockett at
I
TO LET—Five loom unfurnished rent, mod
house party at the University of average as shown in the score below tended the sessions of Slate Grange I are welcome,
ern Improvements. Inquire 12 ELM ST.
with his average of 105 for 11 strings at Bangor returning Friday. Enroute
! Maine.
147-tf
Next Sunday will be Christmas (with a high string of 127) bowled they visited Mrs. Crockett's sister,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
TO LET—Six room apartment at 21 Fulton
work. 171 to read the Bible and pray
! Sunday at the Baptist Church with a the night before this match. Gene Mrs. E. E. Ingraham at Rockport.
St.
ROSE
PRESCOTT,
240
Broadway.
Hall, the dean of the Old Timers,
if
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Lewis who every day. and 138 agreed to give up
146-151
i program for each service.
if
and Sage of Frog Hollow in com have been on a trip to New
:k and some bad habit. At the evening serv
A
good
sized
congregation
Sunday
To LET—fiuihlliiz 30 ft.x30 ft. next to the
if
ice
Miss
Lida
Greenlaw
of
Vinalhaseer;
Ina
Moody,
lecturer;
Lillian
menting
on
this
phase
of
the
sport
Baltimore returned Friday.
Playground on Limerock St., suitable for wirk
greeted the new pastor of the Feder
Schools closed Friday for a two ven gave a selection. She has a beau Fish, secretary; 1. Y. Meserve. treas shop, garage or storage. MRS. EDITH A.
ated Church who made a very fa said: “I contend that bowling is a
Hit KS. 84 Middle SI. Tel. 988.
146-111
urer;
Ella
Bond,
chaplain;
Kenneth
1
tiful
voice
and
her
singing
was
great

straight
fifty-fiftj
’
proposition.
Fifty
weeks’ recess.
vorable impression upon his audi
Boardman, steward; Ralph Hutchins,
per cent science and Jlfty per cent
TO LET—Well furnished, partially heated
Lloyd Crockett attended Pomona ly appreciated.
ence.
Mr. and Mrs. Danforth and chil L.A-S.; Wilson Hodgkins, gatekeeper; apartment of 3 rooms and toilet, $28 month.
luck. When both are working Jo per at Glencove Dec. 14. He also visited
Mrs. Mary Carter with her room
Inquire 12 KNOX ST., Rockland. Tel. 578-W.
fection a man is at top form. Let his aunts. Mrs. E. E. Ingraham and dren have returned to their home at assistant steward; Alice Hoffses.
____________________________ 143-tf
mate Miss Doris Gross of Stonington
either slack off and he is In a slump. Mrs. Fred H. Driest at Rockport, re Castine for the holidays, and Miss Nettie Jones Ceres; Mary Flag, Po
TO LET—Seven room house with or with
will arrive home Wednesday from
Buzzell to her home in Oakland.
mona: Myrtle Fish, Flora.
My greatest trouble is to get them turning Monday.
out garage, situated between Main and Union
U. of M.
There were ten in the young ladies
Miss Beulah E. Clark and friend Sts. Bath room, electric lights, gas stove,
working together. My science holds
Mrs. Lottie Beverage is at Knox
George Bucklin of Portland spent up very well hut my luck is terrible.”
window shades, windo wscreens In season.
choir
'Sunday.
Their
singing
adds
Miss
Christine
Reynolds
returned
Hospital fpr surgical treatment.
NELSON B. COBB, Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
Sunday with his mother.
much to the church services.
Sunday to.Gorham.
The summary:
Mr.
Freemont
went
to
Rockland
142-tf
Harvey Richards is at home with
Charles Staples returned to Camden
Rose Hall is recovering from her
Outlaws—Winslow. 361; F. Geary, Monday for a few days.
TO LET—Five room, apartment, furnished,
an injured wrist received cranking 238; Grindle. 232; Gross, 274; Robin
last
week
for
the
remainder
of
the
recent
illness.
all modern conveniences. Call at THE ELMS,
Raymond Crockett was in the city
the engine of his ear.
Andrew Leighton is convalescing
2 Elm St.
140-tf
son. 266: total, 1271.
LOOK OVER OUR STOCK
Saturday returning Sunday with winter.
J. Walter Strout is in Augusta on
The
village
school
presented
Christ

after
a
long
illness.
Fishwharf — Dyer. 2S0: Chilles. Herman Cooper.
TO LET—House of six rooms, fine cellar,
business today, Tuesday.
OUR PRICES WILL PLEASE YOU
mas exercises Friday at 1 o’clock, and
Dee. 12 was the coldest day of the toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra
235; Libby, 221; Davis, 315; Gray.
The senior class presented a play,
large veranda. Newly papered and painted
Mary A.. 59, wife of James Harri 261; total, 1312.
the scholars all acquitted themselves season.
‘
Two
Days
to
Marry,"
at
CahlerLarge yard. Adults only. 22 T
son. died Saturday at the residence of
well. Presents were distributed at
'Miss Jillian Fish gave a whist throughout.
RTRKET, Rockland.
139-tf
wood
hall,
I)ec.
13
and
a
good
sum
her sister, Mrs. James Felt, Green
the
close.
There
was
a
good
attend

party
last
Saturday
evening
In
honor
Fishwharfs Capture Outlaws
netted
TO LET IlniHe at 38 Mechanic »S. In
ance
of
parents
and
friends.
The
street. Funeral services were held
of
her
birthday.
quire MRS. W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Main St.
Friday, the thirteenth, was, cerA eroup of 15 from North Haven
Tuesday at 2 o'clock. Interment at talnly unlucky for the Outlaws, for attended Knights of Pythias presen- teachers are Mrs. Faith Mills and
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cunningham en Tel. 874-W.
139-tf
(Next to Ford Agency)
Miss Olcott.
Wyllie's Corner.
tertained
at
whist
Friday
evening.
TO LET—Apartment in Bicknell block.
they were smothered with fish scales , tation of Damon and Pythias in Cam
Tuesday night there will be a gath• • • ♦
Onlj' ten more days before Christ Apply MRS. B. B. SMITH, f6 Lincoln St.
and candiepins by the Fishwharf den opera liouse Saturday nigrht.
ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
Tel. 264
134-tr
team when they ‘ shot the spheres Those from the local lodge attending reing in the study at the church to mas.
151-154
Mrs. Ella F. Beverage
make Christmas wreaths. It Is hoped
TO LET—Four room furnished apartment,
If the whole year eoulji be like the
down
the
lanes
at
the
Caswere
Foy
Brown,
Leon
Stone.
HerMrs. l^la F. Beverage, 71, who died
i good number may he present. Many Christmas season whart a Wonderful modem, with garage. ETTA H. SANBORN,
Hoss ’ man Crockett. Herman Cooper. Henry
80 Pleasant St. Tel. 903-W.
137-tf
Sunday, for 50 years had been the cade alleys Friday night.
world it would be.
Davis again proved a tower of Duncan James Tabbutt, William hajids make light work.
TO LET—Grocery store in Thomaston, $25
wife of Frank M. Beverage, bringing
The Christmas pageant will be giv
month. V. F. STUDLKY, 69 Park St. Tel.
up a noteworthy family of children, strength for the lads from the land : Cooper. Charles Bray, George Bever- en the Sunday following Christmas
1080.
138-tf
of a thousand smells and his sin-iag0 Ray Beverage. Parker Stone,
NEW HARBOR
how grown to men and women of ac
instead of the .Sunday preceding.
gle of 126 and total of 315 hung up a others present were Dr. Daniel
M.
F.
McFarland
is
truckin
for
tivity in the affairs of life. Mrs. Bev
record for the league bowling for Woodman. Mr. and Mrs. Frank SampEtlxv. Ross.
Miscellaneous
erage was
the daughter of Ansel
this season. “Bashful” John Goss son and Ernest Whitmore. Most of
The Willing Workers will meet
Make Our Sacrifice Your Benefit. We Will Be Open
JEFFERSON
WEDNESDAY AT IMY BIG APPLE SALE,
and Lucy (Andrews) Hastings, born
was high for the Outlaws but even the company made the trip in the
Thursday with -Mrs. Will Rogers.
275 Main ISt., to the head of each faniitv to
in (Warren in 1858. Nov. 6, fifty years John’s weird predictions and wild
Erie Hodgkins was a very fortunate
Until Christmas Eve
Cooper boat via Pulpit Harbor Ev
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Mortorvare re the number of one hundred will in*given a
ago, she was married tp Mr. Bever remarks could not throw the Fish- erybody reports a very fine drama man last week having shot a deer and
good sized bottle of my pure apple ciler vine
ceiving congratulations on the birth gar. JAMES H. SIMONTON.
151-lt
£ age of Thomaston and with the ex wharf team off its stride. The sum and a good time. At a banquet in also a moose.
of a daughter Dec. 11.
PAPERING AND PAINTING. Why not do
ception of three years’ residence in mary:
One of the best moose ever brought
Just Look At These Bargains Below:
connection with the Camden Knights.
Miss Marjorie Geyer jvho has had that papering and painting before the spring
Massachusetts, this had been their
Crusaders—Nichols, 257; Jamieson, Hon. Ralph Brewster and Hon. H. C. down in the State was that shot in employment at C. V. Meservey’s lias rush? New ceilings. ( HARLES L. i’OLLINS,
home. Seven years ago Mrs. Bev 273; Snow. 264; Arey, 257; E. Calder, Buzzell 'were speakers.
South Jefferson last week. Its horns returned to her home at Pemaquid 155 Pleasant St. Tel. 1184-R.
15(1*1.2
erage suffered a shock of paralysis, 253; total, 1304.
Dr. Woodman has received his had a spread of 62 inches.
Beach.
HAVE YOUR ELECTRIC WIRING done by
which mqde her an invalid. These
iMr.
and
Mrs,
Harold
Levensaler
are
Damfinos—G. Geary. 243; M. Ames Roosevelt ear and has engaged Har
The Burnham & iMorrill canning an expert at reasonable prices. No job too
seven years have been filled with the 265; Grimes, 250; Anderson. 239; vey Calderwood as chauffeur for the being congratulated on the birth of factory at Pemaquid Beach closes hard. Tel. 12*10 or 1276. Ask for MR. BREN149*151
a
son.
constant, loving care of husband and Warren, 229; total, 1226.
winter.
Saturday for this year.
BOSTON TAILORS—Suit made to order
children, but sympathy, love and skill
Elmer Walton who was operated on
The presentation of the High School
W. M. and M. F. McFarland have from
$25 up. Ladies* or Men’s clothing
a\ail hut little against the decree of
play Friday night in Caiderwood's at St. Barnabas Hospital is making had Silent Glow oil burners installed cleaned, pressed, repaired or dyed. Suit
CRIEHAVEN
the Almighty.
Mrs. Beverage was
hull brought out a fine company of good recovery.
in their homes.
pressed 75c. All work guaranteed. 492 MAIN
145-tf
•Harold Dow is recovering success
interested in the welfare of her
people and netted the pupils in the
Tiie iWiliard Daggett has been in St. Tel. 8390. Open evenings.
Notes of the School
neighbors and had many friends
farms, country homes, cottages
senior class $60. All the parts were fully from an operation at Knox Hos the harbor for a few days.
The following have received 100 per well taken. Special tnenllon should pital.
, up-to-date property,- In the gar
among the townspeople.
Maynard Orne and Harold Osgood and estates
spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
Mrs. Lucy Sylvester who recently of Monhegan were in town Wednes den
Funeral services are being held this cent in spelling for two weeks: be made of Carlton Snow and Law
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKKY, BelTuesday afternoon at the home on Grade 2—Leollne Wilson and Bert rence Knight who had leading parts, underwent an operation at Knox day.
Me.
145-tf
Knox street. Rev. H. S. Kilborn of rand McClure; grade 4—Elizabeth the former as Mr. Dare and the lat Hospital is expected home soon.
The grammar school children held
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws anu
and
Crothllda
White;
grade
5
—
Vir

repair
your
furniture
at
216
LIMEROCK
St.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Forest
Bond
went
to
ter
as
a
colored
servant.
The
play
tht‘ Baptist Church officiating. In
a l.araar in Grange hall Wednesday
145-tf
terment will be made in the Thomas ginia Simpson; grade 7—Vernon was entitled "Two Days In Which to New Hampshire to spend Thanksgiv afternoon and evening and $60 was Tel. 101(1.
FOR SALK—Cedar boat boards, all thick
Marry." Between the acts Miss Flor ing with Mrs. Bond's sister.
netted which will be put towards in
ton cemetery.
The hearers are Hupper. Viateur White.
The fall term of school closed Dee. ence Smith rendered two fine solos,
Rev. and Mrs. E. L. Sampson spent stalling electric lights in the school- nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
Charles Beverage, Frank A. Beverage,
sides,
large orders cheaper. Lobster traps,
William Hastings and Robert Adams. 12. when the following program was Messrs. Woo'ster and Calderwood Thanksgiving in .Skowhegan with 'Mr. house.
oak ,a,l,s Also other boat lumber.
presented
by
the
pupils:
Song.
Wel

and
Mrs.
George
Sampson.
gave
a
negro
boxing
exhibition,
and
•KIEL
p.
WOOD, Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 145-tf
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Gifford visited
The near surviving relatives are
Good Bargains in Many Items as House Dresses,
come
Glad
Christmas
Time,
School;
A
business
meeting
was
held
at
the
Miss
Bessie
Woodworth
sang
and
friends
in
Round
Pond
Tuesday.
WHEN IN NEW YORK—Remember that you
Mrs. Ora Roney of Woodsford;
First Baptist Church .Sunday and the
Charles Gray has recently had a S?" j”ly copies of The Courier-Gazette, with
Charles^T. Beverage of South Brain recitations—Ted's Stocking. Marc also gave a solo dance.
Children’s Dresses, Boys’ Suits, Underwear,
There was an attendance of 72 at matter of better ' heating arrange
I nl-Hete oil burner installed.
« sos w,,»t news, at Hotaliog’s News Agency,
tree; Frank A. Beverage of Malden, White; The Longest Day, Eliza
est 40th street
beth
Hupper;
dialogue,
“Five the church school Sunday, and at the ments was discussed. A special meet
'Mrs. E. A. McFarland is ill with
Mass.;
Mrs.
Pearl
J.
Adams
of
Ro.ckSweaters, Etc.
Little Christmas Candles,’ Primary morning service one of the best con ing was called to hr held in the C. E. a cold.
land—sons and daughters and grand
Children; recitations—Three Stock gregations of the year. The pastor hall to vote on a candidate for pastor.
Mrs. Alice .Murphy of Round Pond
COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
children: a brother, William Hast
ings in a Itow. Louise McClure; preached upon the theme "Key
Rev. and Mrs. Hale went to Boston has employment at Cyrus Morton's.
ings
of
Thomaston,
and
several
THREE SHOW-CASES FOR SALE
Santa's Whiskers. Bertrand McClure; words to a better understanding of for an indefirtite stay with their
Mis.
Hazel
York
of
Damariscotta
nephews and nieces.
POULTRY
Christmas Bells, Vernon Hupper; God."
The words were Response. daughter Mrs. Kenneth -Mann who Mills who lias been the guest of her
song. Christmas Welcome. School; Faith and Jesus. Sunday night a re has been critically ill.
sister uMrs. Ida McFarland for a few
See the oeautiful neckwear at recitations—If Santa Claus Was Pa.
Will pay highest price
port of t|fe Boys’ Conference was
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Brackett of days returned Wednesday to her
Burpee & Lamb’s, Rockland. 148-153 Everett Simpson; I Wonder, Wilbert
No lot too lerge; none too email.
given by Charles L. Knight, Law New Harbor have been guests of Mr home.
White; A Gift To Santa, Leoline rence Knight, Harvey Calderwood and Mrs. S. D. Erskine.
w. R. McFarland and Capt. George
Special service for ladies—Sim’s Wilson; dialogue, Waiting I'p For
Call Warren, Me. 3-22
Mr. and Mrs. William Hemenway Gilbert have recently had new bull
Sanitary Sandwich -Shop, 4 Park Santa. Elizabeth and Viateur White; and Wendali Howard. What these
conferences mean to the manhood of and children returned Saturday to dog furnaces installed in their homes.
w
Gentlemen s Clothing
street. Everything immaculate, home
or write, care of
recitations—lessie's Christmas, lie- Maine and tlie Christian churches is their home at Woods Hole, Mass.
cooking. Free delivery. Tel. 732.
<
beeea McClure; Talking To Santa evidenced by the following record:
Mrs. Chester Hilton is in Everett,
No advertising billboards in Hono
•It
AI Rines, Warren, Me.
Claus. Virginia Simpson; dialogue, 2S4> boys accepted Christ. 86 agreed Mass., for a brief stay with her sister’ lulu or Japan. No billboards are al
Rockland, Me.
500 Main Street
At the last Grange meeting offi lowed to face any boulevards in Min
Beware of Wall Street when it is Christmas. Cider Pupils; recitation to unite with the church, 51 agreed
Reference:
Any Poultry Reiter
dazed—especially when it is wool Not Lettin' On. Crothiida White; to teach a Bible class. 117 to consider cers were elected as follows: Clyde neapolis. and Sen Francisco now has
J,ones, president; Viliam Fish, over- the same law. Maine is coming.
song,
Christmas
E-Ils,
School.
religious
woik,
137
to
do
personal
112-tf
gathering.—Virginian- Pilot.

Come To Us

A

Buy Slippers!

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

1.29,1.69, 3.00

79c, 98c, 1.25

1.98

2.98

McLAlN Shoe Store

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

Electrical Gifts For
Christmas

G
I

ELECTRIC HEATING PADS
ELECTRIC WASHER

BURPEE’S

ELECTRIC TOASTER

ELECTRIC IRON

ELECTRIC PERCOLATOR

ELECTRIC LANTERN
ELECTRIC RADIO

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

Vv

g

§
3

S

Ten Dozen Neckties for 10c

Men’s Cotton Hose, 5c a pair
Men’s Silk and Wool Hose, 23c

1

X

.

Men’s Dress Hose 15c
Heavy Wool Work Hose, 33c and 47c
Men’s Broadcloth Dress Shirts 67c and 87c

4

LIVE

FRANK W. KOSKI

Ladies and

&

’

Every-Other-Day
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Johnston’s Drug Store
73 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
OPEN FOR

BUSINESS

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED

Film Finishing and Developing eft usual.
mas displays at greatly reduced prices.

See our Christ

In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department espe
cially desires information of social happenings,
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ...................................... —...... 770

Another lot of Pipes and all wonderful values for the
money. We are now out of the high rent district and it
will be our permanent policy to share with our customers
our lessened overhead expenses.

The Rubinstein Club meets Friday
afternoon in the Congregational vestry at 2.15 o'clock, with Miss Alice
Erskine in charge of the program.,
which will ije devoted to Yuletide
music.

Bring your Prescriptions to us and you will be surprised
at the saving you can make. When sickness comes to the
family and expenses increase, a dollar saved at that time
is doubly welcome to the family budget.
Get the habit of shopping on Park Street from your car.
You can Always Park on Park Street

Felice Perry was hostess to the
Four Leaf Clover Club Sunday after
noon at her home on Grove street,
the feature of the occasioir being a
Christmas tree bearing many gifts
for the young members. Mrs. Perry
! served refreshments to Felice and her
i guests frftm a table gay with Christ- ,
mas decorations. Ione Louraine and
Catherine Chisholm were special
j guests.

Miss Vora Xye and cousin Miss
Evelyn Rand are home from Eastern
State Normal School for the Christ
mas recess. Miss Xye is employed at
Champney's studio during the Christ
mas rush. >

JIWIIIIY AMI w

The Largest Toy Department

in Eastern Maine
*

Santa Claus in Person Daily
at 10.30 a. m. and 3.30 p. m.

----

Miss Estella Burgess of Lincoln
ville. was the guest Saturday of Miss
Helen York.

Shop in the Morning and Avoid the Crowd
bfc Vl; bur'A*. bfc ’A

»

Specials on Sale This Week

Mrs. Katherine Yeazie Is^enterlainMrs. Everett Munsey has returned
ing* the Chapin Class at her home on from Knox Hospital where she re
Talbot nvenije this evening.
ceived treatment for a fractured el
bow. sustained when she. fell on the j
Rev. C. l5. Crane went yesterday to icy doorstep of her home.
Boston where he will spend the holi
days with Mrs. Crane.
Invitations have been issued for a
Christmas luncheon and bridge at the
Mrs. Chester Marshall of Swamp home of Mrs. Harrison F. Hicks,
scott, Mass., is visiting her former Talbot avenue. Monday. Dec. 23. given
home in this city’while her husband by the Breakfast Bridge Club.
is in Bangor on business.
Mrs. George W. flay entertained I
Fred A. Thorndike, who has been the Thimble Club last evening at
conlined to his home on Maple street her home on Chestnut street. Mrs. I
for several days, is on the mending George St. Clair and Mrs. Harold .1. jj
Philbrook were special guests.
hand.
*----Mrs. Angus Hennigar is the guest;
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Thorfias of
of
her
daughter,
Mrs. Langtry Smith. I,
Plainfield, X. J., and Mrs. Jennie Pettingill of Manchester,- N. H., were in in Vinalhaven.
the city last week, called here by the
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Southard have
death of tlftir father, William M.
closed their summer home “ShoreCunningham.
land" and are at 10 Ocean street for
Mrs. Belle Y'oung who has been the winter.
spending the sutnme in Waldoboro
Wendell Clark who is employed In
is in the city, the guest of her daugh
Boston spent the weekend with his
ter, Mrs. II. F. Stanley.
mother. Mrs. Louise Clark, at the
Mrs. J. A. Archibald of Boston who home of F. M. Kittredge, Che$tput
street.
has been the guest of her sister. Mrs.
W. M. Cunningham, the past few
Under the clever direction of Gert
Miss Elizabeth Hagar arrived Satdays, returns to her home today.
rude Heal, a genuine and most de , urday from Presque Isle for the
lightful surprise party was tendered 1 Christmas vacation.
Miss Madeline Rogers is ill at her
Constance Knickerbocker Friday eve
home on Amesbury street, with
ning by 23 of her classmates. The
grippe.
J. \V. Small who has been the guest
party took place in the Universalist
vestry, the time passing happily in of his daughter. Mrs. Colon Stiout
Mrs. Mabel Wiley fell last Sunday games, stunts and music. Luncheon in Leominster. Mass., for a few days
on the icy doorstep at her home on was served from a table festive in has returned home.
Holmes street, injuring her back and Christmas decorations, and Con
causing considerable lameness, al stance was presented with a very
Mrs. Owen Quinn of Xorth Haven is
though she is able to get about the pretty desk set by her young friends visiting in the city.
house with difficulty.
who regret deeply to have her move
Mrs/ Ronald K. Somes, who has
to another city for her home.
been under the care of a trained
John V. Peers of this city, died at
A very good display of hand paint nurse following a serious operation
her home in Ashland, Ky„ ast Fri ed glass, suitable for gifts at very at the State Street Hospital, Port
day.
reasonable prices) can be found at land, is gaining satisfactorily. Mr.
---- «
the Gift Shop at 62 Camden street. Somnes spent the weekend in Port
Mr. and Mrs. Ceveland Sleeper Mrs. B. Bisbee.
land.
150-152
were guests over the weekend of
friends in Bangor.

Gloves

Silk Underwear

Leather Goods

Stationery

Lingerie Robes

Hosiery

DIAMONDS
For fifty years our stcre has had the
reputation of handling only the finest
Diamonds.

La Tosca Pearls, $10 to $50
Clocks, Watches and Novelties
Complete Line of Seth Thomas
Clocks, Community Plate
Largest Line in the County

C. E. MORSE
Rockland

pi nyi ij:i|iii;:iijijiipj

MAKE THIS A RADIO CHRISTMAS
A GIFT.FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY

THE NEW

ATWATER-KENT
SCREEN GRID RADIO, $109. Less Tubes

BROWNING-DRAKE
NEW 1930 SCREEN GRID MODEL
FREE DEMONSTRATION IN YOUR OWN HOME
LLOYD E.
CARL E.

TODAY

Miss Beatrice Upham is with het
mother. Mrs. Geneva Upham. Broad
street, while substituting at the
Western Union office for two weeks.

“Mysterious Island”

Mrs. U. S. Gushee of Portland is
rt
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. E. C.
Moran, Jr.

LIONEL BARRYMORE

FREEMAN & DANIELS
GLENCOVE, MAINE.

Vt X Vi.

b*

Miss Minnie White of Rath is the
Supper will be served at the Uniguest of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. White.
versalist vestry tomorrow at 8
Beech street.
o'clock, with Mrs. George St.^'lair as j
Mr. and Mrs. C. iH. Berry have chairman. The young people of the i
returned from a week's trip to Bos Senior Y.P.C.U. will have "KnoltbyKraft" jewelry on sale.
ton and New York.

Appreciated as a gift this
Christmas, and cherished
for long years afterward
as a sentimental reminder
and valuable possession:
JEWELRY, SILVER
WARE and ART
IVORY
What more acceptable
Gift could you choose
than

i . .....................................

For Your Selection

Mr. and Mrs. George Wood, Mrs. E.
Clarence Creamer and Mrs. Ernest , P. Jones and Mrs. Sherwood Williams
Creamer of Green, Me., and Mrs. lore in Portland today.
Charles Creamer and Lois Small of
Mrs. Adelbert Miles entertained
Winslow's Mills were in this- city
informally Friday afternoon for Miss
Monday.
»
Lillian Russell of Warren, who was
Mrs. Bernard Fitzgerald has gone her guest for the day.
to Nova Scotia where she will spend
tile winter.
The Congregational Missionary So
----* ciety meets tomorrow afternoon at
Leslie Clark of Damariscotta Mills 3 o’clock at the home of Mrs. C. F.
was a business visitor here Thursday. Snow. Talbot avenue. The general
theme of the program will lie “The
Raymond C. Duff has returned from Healing of Hie Nations," and a
an extended business trip, being Christmas demonstration will be
joined in Boston by Mrs. Duff.
given -by a group of young people.

V

344 Main Street

A Store Full of Gifts

E. M. Tolman. delegate from Pleasat Valley Grange to the State Grange
j in Bangor last week, arrived home '
I Saturday. He was the guest there of
j Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Chandler.

The Iflandy Six Club is being en
tertained this evening by Mrs. Ernest
Damage, Crescent street.

A NEW CANDY DEPARTMENT

GOTHAM GOLD STRIPE HOSIERY

TEL. ROCKLAND 531-J

151-152

‘

A Talking Picture

Fur Coats

Toilet Goods

and Blankets

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
—

Miss Carolyn Litth field leaves to
morrow for Montclair. X. .1.. to spend
the holidays with Mr. and Mrs.
Charles W7 Littlefield .

REQUIRES BIG MONEY
Activities

of

Central

Maine

Power

Company Call For Big Bond Issue.

$6,000,600 Bingham dam and other
projects and to reimburse the treas
ury of the power company for the
recent retirement of its f» per cent
mortgage bond dated November 1909.
The remainder of the issue, $115,000, will be used for the retirement
Jan. 1, of 1\155 shares of preferred
stock of the Androscoggin corpora
tion. a Central Maine suibsidiary.

Mrs. Jennie \Y. Bird leaves the last
An issue of Central (Maine Power
of the week for Coral (lahiss, Fla.,
where she will visit her daughter, Company stock totalling $1,115,000
was authorized in two decrees re
Mrs. George Snow.
turned by the Public I’tilities Com
John May who was called here by mission Thursday. The issues will
the sudden death of his brother. E. S. consist of a preferred $6 dividend
one advantage of being a married
May. left for Xew York this morning. series of $100 par, to be sold at not
man is that if your wife shoots you
less than $96 per share.
Wreaths and Christmas trees at
One million dollars of the issue will it's only manslaughter.—San Diego
Fu Her- Cobb - Da v i s.—a d v.
be used in construction of the Union.
SHOWING TODAY

“THE

BROADWAY

MELODY”

The Great All-Talking Musical Comedy

Playing Return Engagement By
Request

with
100% Technicolor

WEDNESDAY'THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Prescott of
Boothhay were Sunday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. F. M. Kittredge, Chestnut
street.

L. £. Blackington

HOLIDAY HELPS
MEN’S BUDDY SERGE SUITS—nine different
shades and patterns, two pairs of pants with every
suit
MEN’S OVERCOATS—plenty of Blues, Grays and
Browns, $20.00 to $50.00
MEN’S MACKINAW SPORT COATS—in Blue,
Red, Green and Tan, with Black Leather trimmings
at $10.00
MEN’S MACKINAW HUNTING COATS—big
game pockets $7.50 and $12.00
BOYS’ SPORT COATS AND BLOUSES
$2.45, $3.98 and $5.00
NECKTIES—of course hundreds of them
$1.50, $1.00 and 65c
SHIRTS—Broadcloth and fast colors, Blue, Tan,
Green, Orchid, Maize and White; collars to match
or collar attached
$2.00, and $2.50
LADIES’ RED SATIN SLIPPERS—sizes 4 to 8
98c
LADIES’ KID SLIPPERS at
$1.25 to $3.50
LADIES’ FELT SLIPPERS at
98c to $1.50
LADIES’ NEW OVERSHOES—fawn with brown
velvet cuff, $1.49
LADIES’ NEW OVERSHOES, many colors
$1.98 to $4.50
Come in and we will show you many things we are
unable to mention

L. E. Blackington
CLOTHING AND SHOES
310 Main Street
Rockland, Me.

'

)RE5

-rn

Mrs. Frank Tirrell. Jr., is employed
in the O. W. Palmer jewelry store
for the holiday season.

£

The Methebesec Club held a very
enjoyable meeting Friday afternoon
at the home of Mrs. Clara Thurston
at The Highlands, with 23 members
present. Mrs. Thurston's attractive
home was adorned in keeping with
the Christmas season. In the living
rooms and reception hall were tiny
Christmas trees, gay with tinsel and
baubles; red and blue lights were in
the chandeliers; wreaths and baskets
of pine were used effectively, with a
color note of red Introduced by flowj
ers. A Christmas program was pre
sented by Mrs. Gladys Morgan, whose
paper covering the folk-lore, legends.
music>ind spirit of the season, was
illustrated by short articles and
poems read by Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood.
Mrs. Alice Karl, Miss Annie Frye,
Mrs. Orissa Merritt, Mrs. Alary Perry
Rich, Mrs. Annah Gay, Mrs. Grace
Armstrong and Mrs. Louise Ingra
ham. Mrs. Vivian Hewett sang two
of the best loved Christmas songs,
"Brightest and Best” and "It Came
Upon the Midnight Clear." and Mrs.
Morgan used as an illustration in the
section of her paper about the Christchild. J. C. Bartlett's lovely song
"Sleep, My Jesu." At the close of
the program a social hour was afford
ed and refreshments reflecting the
Christmas season were served. Mrs.
Armstrong accompanied Mrs. Hewett
and Mrs. Morgan.
•Special service for ladies—’Sim’s
Sanitary Sandwich Shop, 4 Park
street. Everything immaculate, home
cooking. Free delivery. Tel. 732.

,r

MenQ^iitoy/i-Mayer

ALL TALKING P1CTURB
With
ELLIOT NUGENT

CLIFF EDWARDS
SALLY STARR

LYou'll die laughing
.at the fun and
frolic in this col
lege romance.
The ALL-AMERI
CAN College com
edy riot!
Talking-Singing

NEWS

VITAPHONE
ACT

KIDDIES’ CHRISTMAS TREE
THURSDAY MATINEE

A gift to every child under 12 years

♦It
E. B. HASTINGS

A

CO.

Don’t fall to see the large display of
Christmas Goods shown on our
counters and tables. Holiday goods
suitable for everyone can be found
here.—adv.

Shows:
2.00, 6.30, 8.30

TEL. 892
A PUBLIX
THEATRE

HOME OF PARAMOUNT TALKING-SINGING PICTURES

THE HOUSE WITH PERFECT SOUND

Every-O ther-Day 7
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A CHRISTMAS CAROL

THE COAT OF ARMS

TALK OF THE

The Sunday evening service at the
Congregational Church presented a
»
v
t
t
unique
unique program,
program, the
the first
first part
part of
of itit •
devoted to the ritual of the Comrades
At tljia limp of tlje year
: of the Way. the society recently or
ganized by ,the young people of the
~nr
Anil light iK up Uour Candlra £“",!£ The service was held in the
“
X
3C«
•*
k
I
I
vestry
made
beautiful
with
decoraA new name mentioned in connec
Did you ever hear of an electric j
JrUr cRii SlUr It lulUtClll rlmr tions in Christmas greens. The robed
tion with the city mars|al’s berth is ! safety razor? A local drug store is
■■■■■■■
■■■" "
officials, the “Comrades.'’ young men
that of Ralph W. Trim.
advertising th,
the product in this issue
| and women, seated in a wide circ’e
----and states that the device makes
Mrs. Eva Dunning Snow, a well home shaving a pleasure. Why net
I within which glowed colored symremembered Rockland teacher is very j give Dad one instead of those necki bolical lights, made an effective back
ill at her home on Camden street.
| ties and slippers?
ground for the presentation of the
’ ritual.
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday with
The fascination of the Hawaiian
The program’s second part was ta
Miss Ler^i Conary, Brewster and Islands will be set forth in a travken by Rev. Charles iD. Crane in a
At the Student Council meeting dramatic reading of “A Christmas
Maverick Streets. Go prepared to sew elogue given by Aliss Lottie Tillotson.
for relief work.
j renowned world-traveler, this eve- Wednesday morning it was voted to Carol.” which Rev. Mr. Rounds, in----; ning at the Pratt M. E. Church at try to secure a college glee dub for | troducing the reader, characterized as
Miss Eleanor Hussey, student nurse 7.45 o’clock. Miss Tillotson’s address a concert. The date will he an- not only the chief among the writ
at Portsmouth Hospital, has gone to will cover the habits, industries, edu r.otfhced.. The Council voted to inau ings of Charles Dickens, but for the
Manchester. X. H.. fora three months’ cation. religion and scenic beauties of gurate a winter sports program. An lesson it inculcates and the beauty of
Above is a picture of the coat .of
course in pediatric nursing.
the Islands. She comes highly rec- attempt will he made to interest other its presentation of the religion of aims used by the 240th Coast Artilschools. A winter carnival is also
-----| ommended.
Christmas ranks among the greatest terv. Maine Xational Guard. The pine
planned.
Hundreds of Christmas trees, cut in
-----of the books of the world.
Mr. tiee at the top indicates that the regi* • • •
neighboring groves, were brought
The meeting of Golden Rod ChapThe Aviation Club met Wednesday Crane's art in the realm of dramatic ment is from the ibtate of Maine. The
into the city Sunday. Seemed as if ter Friday night had a large attendreading is widely known and appre line tree is the most prominent fea
cvery other motor car was thus laden, once. Supper was served by a cotn- morning at S.30. Jack Lowsby. trans
ciated in this city. The gift of a ture of the State coat of arms, from
----- ♦
I mittee of men with Dr. J. A. Riehan port pilot of the Curtiss Flying Serv retentive mind enables him to memo- which the 240th lakes it. It is in natStanley Straight who has been with <»s chairman The abundance of de- ice. talked to the dub. He told them rize his readings, and with this he
color (green). The wreath, also
tbe A.&P. market the past four years, lectahle food and efficient service about a similar club in Rochester. X. allies a sense of humor and faculty taken from the State coat of aims, is
has resigned to become traveling , vailed forth well deserved praise, Y. He also told the boys about the
of impersonation that yield delight, blue and white, the State colors are
salesman for the Rockland Produce Cliff’s Collegians furnished music names of airplane parts. This club is
The “Christmas Carol” is too long in re^ an^ white.
one
of
the
most
interesting
in
school,
Co.
during the supper hour. The degree
The shield is white. In its upper
----was conferred upon Miss Florence it is hi ped that I*ilot Lowsby may its entirety for platform presenta right is a portcullis (iron grating
tion — Dickens himself used an
Theodore Snow, formerly of this , LeGage and .Mr. and Mrs. pran^ i oome up every M ednesday morning,
abridgement in his pubic recitations hung over the gateway of a fortified
city, who has been receiving treat- Koski. Memorial services were conplace to be let down in ease the gate
The Student Council held a spe- —but with admirable skill Mr. Crane way is to be defended). The portcul
ment in a Los Angeles hospital, was ducted for .Mrs. .Maud Glidden and
cial assembly Wednesday afternoon selected such parts of the istory as
recently discharged from that insti- Mrs. Harriet Payson.
lis is in red. and indicates that the
tution.
i
___________ _
to stimulate interest in basketball and brought it within the compass of a 240th is harbor defense artillery, bar
the faculty play. Coach Heal spoke half hour without detracting from the ring the harbor gateway against
on basketball. The cast of “The spirit of the tale or the lesson it hostile invaders as some of its first
In connection with flic meeting of
A CHRISTMAS PRESENT
Patsy’’ put on several scenes from the teaches. His audience was moved components, prior to 1860. barred the
the auxiliary of tSons of Union Vet
play. t
both by the humor and the pathos gateway in ancient fortress warfare.
erans tomorrow evening at Grand
That yields much satisfaction
Army hall, the annual Christmas tree
and gave Mr. Crane a warm accojor re<j
for artillery, tradi
observance will take place.
Plans have started for the annual : knowledgment of applause
is a year’s subscription to The
tional co%r of that branch of the
fair—the Kippy Karnival.
______________
service.
Courier-Gazette. The visit of
♦ • ♦ •
Irving McBride attended a conven
In the lower left of the shield is the
this
paper
three
times
every
The
date
of
the
presentation
of
STRAND
THEATRE
tion of the Osborne Company agents .
Phoenix rising in all its glory from
at Atlantic City last week, and while ! week is a steady reminder of the
“The Patsy” has been changed to
“
its bed cf red fire. The Phoenix is the
Wednesday. Dec. IS. Tickets all 50c.
This is the final day for Ihe M\s- bird, so Mythology tells us. which
there witnessed the spectacle of an
giver—156 times a year. A hand
illuminated dirigible passing over 1
THey
will
he
checked
'Monday
and
terious
Island,
a
talking
picture
teaevery 500 years burns itself to ashes
some Christmas card carrying
the city in the night.
Tuesdav from 3.30-6 and Wednesday fuHng Lionel Barrymore. It is a and then arises more beautiful and
the
donor
’
s
name
goes
forward
from
7
p.
m.
on.
The
seats
on
the
left
gripping,
fascinating
picture
based
—
stronger than before. It is taken by
with the gift. Call at the office
Boxing exhibitions are to be re
side of the hall are to be checked at
Jules Vernes* undersea stories.
the 240th C. A. from the crest of the
sumed in this city in the very near j or telephone 770, and the order
Chisholm’s, on the right side in Room
Rah! Rah-! Rah! And a couple of city of Portland, which the 240th is
zippy
tigers
for
“
So
This
Is
College.''
future. Empire Theatre having been
7 at the High School.
assigned to defend, and which, like
will be filled.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's new talking the Phoenix, has thr^e times
leased for that purpose by G. W.
J cemedy. The catchy tunes alone from its own ashes. The Phoenix is
Bachelder. who has brought so many
RETURN OF “NOAH'S ARK”
make this film stand head and also from the crest of the Regular
excellent fistic attractions here in re
cent years.
any similar
stage
| U.SS. Oklahoma left port Satur- I Famous Picture To Be Presented ! shoulders . above
,
.
.
Army Harbor Defense of Portland. It
day afternoon for the Philadelphia Here In Answer To Public Demand theme and the
moving plo
was selected as a symbol because the
climaxing
in
a
dramatic
and
tense
f ecil Chopping, a former Rockland Xavy yard, further engine trouble
240th has had successive rejuvenation
football game could never be even reboy, now a member of the staff of having prevented the completion of
In answer to insistent publ
de , motely suggested by a theatre presen- following the Civil, Spanish and
Warner Bros, in Hollywood, has had her standardization trial. As tnere
World wars.
his eighth orchestral composition re- remain only one or two runs to be mand Manager Boyles is bringing tation.
The band across the face of the
oently published by G. Schirmer, Inc... made over a measured mile course it , "Noah's Ark" to Park Theatre Wed- ' The college comedy brings to the shield is of blue, and the stars are of
New York. It is a feature number j is very likely that the ship will not nesday and Thursday. Here is what screen a "umber of new faces— Roh- white. The stars repgrsent the 10
bearing the title ot "Ramblin' Rube.”
return to Rockland for that purpose, , a f
rpvipwpl. . ....
,hp ,.rf.., Prt -'‘""'Sumery and Elliott Nugent
a famous
fai
re\iey\er -ays ot tne great , (,f Broadway juvenile fame, Sally battles of the Civil War in which the
but will finis'll the test when she
regiment was engaged. They were:
pietu
Starr. a new screen find. Cliff (Vke- Winchester. Ya.; Cedar Mountain.,
The Junior Harmony Club meets , reaches Gbiantamo, Cuba, where ! Pmture.
fomorrow night at the BBW rooms j where exists the only trial course said
Vitaphone having thrilled
the lelc Ike) Edwards and a group of real Va Antietam. iMd Chancellorsville.
at 6.30 All members are requested to be in any way superior to Rock- world in a series of sensational talk- college kids who cut capers all over Va.. Sabin Cross Road. La.. Pleasant
to attend as the rehearsal of Christ- | land’s. Members of the Board of In- ing pictures—finds the most magnifi- tlie place. The original story and dia- Hill, La.. Cane River Ci
Crossing, La.,
mas carols to be sung on Christmas speetion and ’Survey left for Wash- cent demonstration in “Xoah’s Ark” l°S.ue credited to Mood. Al fBoasberg Opequam.
V.a..
Fisher
’s Hill, Va..
. .................
— ------r's
eve throughout the city is an import ington, on the afternoon train and
pic of all humanity. Touching the and Delmer Daves., has as its chief cedar Creek. Va. The blue band
ant featurqof the evening's work.
will probably not revisit Rockland ends of the rainbow-spat) of fifty motivation the comradery of the two shows that the 240th fought on the
until^next ^lay unless it is decided to I centuries. “Xoah’s* Ark" includes in . •sTal football players on the,U.S.C. Northern side/
The 16th annual state contest for try the shipping Board steamship its cast more than 10.000 characters.
1
campus vamp, wrecking
motto. inscribed on a ribbon of
4-H Club members will be held at Clairton here, which would be in and was more than three years in 11011 f* i^pdship. almost ruins thei. red below the shield, is Semper
the University of Maine. Dec. 26 and February. Tlie Oklahoma'sstay in ' the ma'kin- The sets covered m. re ’ san,€ aKalnst Stanford The pictur I Primus Et Fidelis which freely trans27. it was announced Saturday by this harbor occurred, unfortunately than a square mile
Dolores Cos- 1 as 'been screened on a ‘
T*‘‘j lated from the Latin means “Always
Lester H. Shibles. state club leader, while Rockland was having “a spell tello is starred with Genr e O'Brien Ifootbal1 scenes with 10<*.000 fans First and Faithful” The red is for
All county champions of the senior of weather^ but this did not prevent anj ln the supportin.- cast are Noth !'cheerinG and tmtring wildly is a Artillery. The motto indicates that
credit to the sound engineering tech the Coast Artillery is always the first
class and leaders, both local and as- happy social relations twixt ship and Beery and Louise Fazenda.
sistant. are eligible to attend. Maine | shore enhanced by the fact that this
nicians who caught every sound and to meet a hostile invasion of our
The
love
story
that
runs
through
it
Central rates will he a fare and one- | is the home of Commander D. W.
cheer. Much of the picture was shores and that the 240th Coast Artil
is glamorous and moving. Charac
filmed and recorded out of doors and
half for a round trip. Attendance ' Fuller, the ship's executive officer,
ters wrecked on a continental train. the abundance of moving shots, here- lery (Harbor Defense) will always be
last year was 202. Delegates this
faithful to the last man.
World* WaV ^PaTina tOf°re ’,nattem'1t,'d
diking pictures j The coat of arms Is embroidered on
year -will exceed this number, it is
The whys and wherefores of the p",?
.U
L
U
"
arld
.
.
ar
‘
•
n
"iare
handled
with
skill
and
effectiv
the
regiment colors (flag carried by
expected. The Maine Central Rail- stock market were revealed to the
’’ftTh. 'lT’-ft eenV i n<SS
the •'e«iment) in all its natural color,
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The committee on the skating park : g
can be delivered Christmas reported the other clubs cooperating &
with the prospect of a local skating
park in the very near future. Xext
Monday will witness a special*Christ- . S
mas program. Guests included Jo320 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
seph Brewster of Camden. Rev. S
George Welch of Scranton, Penn., and X
Daily 8.30 to 6
Ambrose i’eterson.
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EVENINGS
K'nnctli Dyer is rovln? int' the

The L.T.L. held its regular meeting
A number of sunshine enve
lopes made by the children were
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to brought in. There will be sent to
night at odd Fellows hall with supper sick soldiers at the U. S. Marine Hos
at 6.
pital, Portland.

Philbrick bungalow. 5 Adams street.! Friday.

Silk Hosiery

Rev. Mr. Crane Gives Dra- Typifying Coast Artillery—
matic Reading of the lm"Always First and Faithful”
mortal Dickens Story

What gift more welcome, more appropriate than the silken per
fection of a pair or box of unu^ally fine ALLEN A Hosiery. Here
you may cheese from the finest, sheerest weaves from the sea
son's choicest shades, and can be sure that your gift will please and
give satisfaction in service.
____ _________ ___ ___________________ 1______ £_____________________

(Thru hr Itr lllah, iwuit uruplr

We Guarantee Every Pair
The New French or V Heel

High School Notes

—

$1.50
Allen A Hosiery, full fashioned, pure thread silk

$1.19 '

$1.65
A chiffon hose that would be appreci
ated by any girl
Beautiful shades; all sizes

Full fashioned pure thread silk in all
new shades

Every Pair Packed in an Individual Box

Nothing is more essential to a well dressed woman’s wardrobe than silken hosi
ery; and did you ever hear of anyone having too many?
;

.

.

------------------------------

THE PLACE TO BUY HOSIERY

&

Cutler=CooK Co.

t

Open Evenings After Wednesday, December 18

orably discharged .anti came to Rock- ;
land about 30 years ago, following
William M. Cunningham. SO. died ‘‘he trade of cask maker.
,
He was twice married, nis first
at his home on James street last , wjfe being Hann.lh witham of
Tuesday after a long illness, being j Washington, by whom there were
confined to the house for two years three children. John M. Cunningham
or more. Mr. Cunningham wa« born j
th'* eity. and Mrs. Guy Thomas
tl. , ,
A1
.............
. of Plainfield. X. J., and Mrs. Jennie
in Washington. Ma> 1.. 1 4.. son ot petteng5n
Manchester. X. H.. who
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Cunningham, survive him. iog(^Jjer with his secWhen a very young man he enlisted ond wife, who was Mrs. Ada L. Burnin the Civil War, with the 13th ham of Mexico, Me.
Maine Infantry. Co. F. lie was hon
Mr. Cunningham was a member of
WILLIAM M. CUNNINGHAM

Edwin Libby Post, G.A.R. and Rock
land Lotfce of Masons. Immediate
cause of death was a paralytic shock
which h^ sustained the Sunday 'be
fore his death. A kind neighbor and
friend he will be art ally missed by
many, funeral services were held
Friday afternoon, Rev. J Charles
MacDonald officiating. There were
many beautiful flowers. Interment
was in z\chorn cemetery, the beareiS
were
Eugene
Philbrick,
Williatu
“
t.i-iii :„i.
Feavey. Miiton Griffin and Miltdn
French.
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Let Us Solve Ycur Christmas Pioblems With Furniture — Practical, Durable
Beautiful—The Ideal Gift For Mother, For Father, For Him, For Her, For All! *“

A Few Smoking Sets Left, 95c up. A Small Lot of Boudoir Lamps at 1.29, Won
derful Value; Magazine Racks, Coggswell Chairs.

LAMPS!

or

l«i "

Service Hose

New Double Point Heel

Gifts p

Pillsbury Studio

Sf
'S

BY APPOINTMENT
Call Mrs. Pillsbury 593-W

What to Give

Flashlights
49c, 69c, 1.00,1.25
1.50,2.50,5.50

At
The Baby Shop

Christmas

Vacuum Bottles
Lunch Kits
and Jugs

Pocket Knives
* 25c
to 3.50

NEARLY KILLEil BY GAS if
-DRUGGIST SAVES HER |

J

The Baby Shop

Gift

For

Every

SP1NNET DESKS

Woman

Tools
for Carpenters
and Machinists

Can You Imagine a Finer Gift?

We have a splendid as

Scissors & Shears
all grades and
prices

sortment of Lamps for
the home with the beau
tiful new color combina

tions,

Shaving Sets
and Mirrors
2.69 to 9.98

Clocks
98c up

Shades,

New

Parchment

New

Colored

Bases

ODD DRESSERS
Splendid Bargains and Useful
Gifts

Coleman Lamps
Lanterns and
Heaters

S

Practical

Crie Hardware Co. Answers Season’s Perplexing Problems In a
Practical Way. Hundreds of Useful, Long-lived Comfort-Bring
ing Gifts For the Home.

At the meeting of the Baptist Men’s
League* toniori<ow night at 6.30 a
novel program will be presented
under the direction of Alan Me Alary,
chairman of the entertainment com
mittee. With the subject of "Songs
of the People” in hand, a paper pre- 1
pared by Mrs. W. E. Morgan will be
presented by Rev. J. Charles MacDon- i
aid. Tb.is paper will be divided Into
(three parts: "Songs of America in the
Making” with song illustrations by
Mrs. .Morgan: “Ballads or Heart !
Songs." illustrated by selections by a
male quartet under the direction of ?
S. Constantine: and “Songs of the
Xegro” illustrated by spirituals sung
by Mrs. Morgan. An assisting artist,
always a favorite, will be Mrs. Beulah
Hokes Ames who will give two groups
of musical readings, one group in
keeping with the subject of the eve- |
ning and the other appropriate for
the Christmas season to which the 1
closing feature of the program will ,
be devoted.
Community singing
under the direction of John Taylor of
Camden will also add to the general
interest of the occasion. Mrs. Con
Christmas is waiting for you at stantine will be at the piano.
the Baby Shop, where all sorts of
Sppcial -prvlce for ladies—Sim’s
dainty gifts are ready to be pur
chased for that new baby. We jSanitnry Sandwich Shop, 4 Park ‘ {
will mention just a few articles street. Everything immaculate, home }
■
which may help you make your cooking. Free delivery. Tel. 732.
’it IS
decision.
Four-piece Brush Wocl Sets, pink
and white Chinchilla Coats. Baby
Buntings, Dr. Denton Sleeping
Garments, Bath Robes, Blankets,
Snow Suits, Leggings, Sweaters,
Dainty Jackets, Rompers. Fur
"Gas on my stomach was so bad it K
Robes, Moccasins and First Step
Shoes, Dolls, Teddy Bears, Tinker nearly killed me. My druggist told y
me about Ad’erika The gas is gone
Toys, Stuffed Anima's, etc.
now and I feel fine."—Mrs. A. AdatnekThese are all displayed on our
Simple glycerin, buckthorn, saline,
counters where you can readily
etc., as mixed in Adlerika. helps GAS
look them over.
on stomach in 10 minutes!
Most
remedies act on lower bowel only,
but Adlerika acts on BOTH upper
and lower bowel, removing poisonous
waste you never knew was there.
ROCKLAND
393 MAIN ST.
408 MAIN STREET
Relieves constipation in two hours.
150-151
It will surprise you. C. H. Moor &
X__ 4)__
Cu. Druggists.
A»i*2i2»2.R21S.2.2,22.2-2.2
147-153

CEDAR CHESTS
The

BOUDOIR LAMPS

PORTABLE
PHONOGRAPH

$1.29

The Ideal Gift

Thermometers
BRIDGE LAMPS

25c to 1.75

$1.45
•

JUNIOR LAMPS

Electric Percolator
Flat Irons
Waffle Irons

SKATES, SKIS, SLEDS
Shoe Skates 5.00-7.50
Hockey Sticks, Snow Shoes

Velocipedes
Scooters
Wagons

TOY TRAINS
Electric and Wind-up
2.00 to 11.50

CRIE HARDWARE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

of all styles and colors

What Better Gift?

We Will Hold Your
Goods Until Christmas
Cash or Easy Terms

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
Telephone 980
313-319 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

MATTRESSES
Coil Spring, Silk Floss, Cotton,
Etc., for Christmas

HOME

